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In stochastic thermodynamics work is a
random variable whose average is bounded
by the change in the free energy of the
system. In most treatments, however, the
work reservoir that absorbs this change
is either tacitly assumed or modelled using unphysical systems with unbounded
Hamiltonians (i.e. the ideal weight). In
this work we describe the consequences of
introducing the ground state of the battery and hence — of breaking its translational symmetry. The most striking consequence of this shift is the fact that the
Jarzynski identity is replaced by a family of inequalities. Using these inequalities we obtain corrections to the second
law of thermodynamics which vanish exponentially with the distance of the initial
state of the battery to the bottom of its
spectrum. Finally, we study an exemplary
thermal operation which realizes the approximate Landauer erasure and demonstrate the consequences which arise when
the ground state of the battery is explicitly introduced. In particular, we show
that occupation of the vacuum state of any
physical battery sets a lower bound on fluctuations of work, while batteries without
vacuum state allow for fluctuation-free erasure.

1 Introduction
The second law of thermodynamics sets limits for
all physical processes. It determines which state
transformations are possible, regardless of the miPatryk Lipka-Bartosik: patryk.lipka.bartosik@gmail.com
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croscopic details of the process. From a practical
point of view it imposes fundamental restrictions
on the amount of average work hwi performed
by the system which evolves from the state ρ towards ρ0 and interacts with a thermal reservoir at
a fixed temperature, i.e.:
hwi ≤ F (ρ) − F (ρ0 ) = −∆F,

(1)

where F (ρ) is the system’s free energy which will
be defined later. The second law of thermodynamics is a statistical law and as such, it governs
how thermodynamic systems behave when averaged over many realizations of the experiment.
This information is relevant for a macroscopic observer, however, it does not provide much information about the microscopic details of the occuring process.
Recent developments in experimental techniques allow for manipulating and measuring systems at the nanoscale level [1–6]. In order to take
full advantage of these techniques it is crucial
to understand how thermodynamic laws translate into the non-equilibrium domain, where fluctuations of thermodynamic quantities begin to
play a significant role and averaged quantities are
no longer enough to characterize their thermodynamic behaviour. This motivates extending thermodynamic framework to systems driven out of
equilibrium, a setting which has been extensively
studied in the recent literature [7–15].
Fortunately, there exist much stronger constraints on the possible distributions of thermodynamic work than the second law of thermodynamics (1). These constraints are often referred
to as “fluctuation relations”. Arguably the bestknown relation from this family is the Jarzynski equality which implies that the probability
of extracting work per particle larger than the
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free energy difference (1) is exponentially suppressed with the number of particles in the system
[7].The Jarzynski equality has been thoroughly
studied both theoretically [16, 17] and experimentally [18–20] and extended to the quantum case
[9, 21, 22].
A standard and often implicitly accepted assumption required for the Jarzynski equality to
hold is the existence of a perfect work receiver.
This allows to treat the whole free energy difference as thermodynamic work. However, in some
cases the existence of such a perfect receiver is
difficult to motivate — especially in the quantum
regime, where the device has to be modelled itself as a quantum system. The common approach
is to consider the explicit work receiver (or the
“battery”) as an ancillary system which interacts
with the working body and the heat bath during
the transformation. In such situations the battery device is often modelled using either a classical Hamiltonian (e.g. [23]) or a Hamiltonian unbounded from below (e.g. [9]). Both of these approaches, although perfectly valid in the classical
regime, cannot be justified when battery’s energy
is close to its ground state. Therefore, in order to
understand the effects arising in small-scale thermodynamics, it is important to understand how
the presence of the battery ground state influences thermodynamic protocols.
This approach is fundamental to the modern
(resource-theoretic) program of thermodynamics
which attempts to systematically account for all
possible resources involved in the process. One
then studies their conversions under a restricted
set of physically motivated interactions between
the system, the heat bath and the battery device. In the most general case this interaction is
modelled using an energy-preserving unitary acting on these three subsystems. Thermodynamic
work is then defined by specifying an “explicit
battery model”, which amounts to (i) specifying
the Hamiltonian of the ancillary battery system,
(ii) the work quantifier (e.g. average energy) and
(iii) the allowed interactions between the battery,
the system and the bath (or restrictions on the
allowable battery states). Two most widely used
models in the literature involve a qubit battery
(wit) where the battery is in a pure state at all
times and work is defined using average energy,
and an ideal weight battery. In this model work is
also defined using average energy of the battery
Accepted in

but the global unitary is now assumed to commute with the translations on the battery, leading to the notion of translational invariance (TI).
This is, however, only possible when the energy
spectrum of the battery ranges over the whole
real line, i.e. the battery is unbounded from both
above and below. The ideal weight model is a
common way of defining work in the quantum
regime which was considered for the first time
in [24] and then utilized to prove several fundamental results in the field of quantum thermodynamics [9, 10, 25–27]. Importantly, this additional assumption has powerful physical implications: it assures that work satisfies the second law
of thermodynamics [27] and furthermore leads to
the Jarzynski equality [9].
Naturally, one can argue that the ideal weight
is not a realistic model of a battery as it does not
have a ground state energy. On the other hand,
one can also argue that if the transformation is
performed sufficiently far from the vacuum, the
evolution assisted with a battery with a ground
state (which we will refer to as the physical battery) should be equivalent to the evolution assisted with the ideal weight [25, 28] and should
reproduce the same quantitative results (i.e. work
distributions) as a physical battery. However,
the Nature we observe often does not follow this
scheme; the existence of the ground state can be
very often perceived, no matter how far we are
from it. A basic question then appears: does the
existence of the vacuum state of the battery have
any implications for thermodynamic processes?
Here we study this question in detail. We examine two different regimes of battery operation:
the high-energy regime in which the average energy of the battery is far from the ground state energy (i.e. population of the ground state is small)
and low-energy regime in which the occupation
of the ground state cannot be ignored. While we
corroborate the intuition that the battery with
vacuum essentially behaves like the ideal weight
in the high energy regime, we investigate quantitatively different predictions to which it leads in
the low-energy regime, in particular with respect
to Jarzynski equality, second law of thermodynamics and fluctuations of work.
In the first part of the paper we introduce
a generalization of the translational invariance
property which we term effective translational invariance (ETI). This allows us to consider ther-
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modynamic processes with broken translational
symmetry and hence provides a convenient tool
for studying quantum thermodynamics using arbitrary physical batteries.
We further show that ETI in the framework of
thermal operations (TO) implies a generalization
of the standard Jarzynski equality, i.e. a family
of inequalities which impose looser constraints on
the allowable work distributions than the standard Jarzynski equality. This is our first main
result.
Using these new inequalities we show that one
can still recover the second law of thermodynamics (1) in an approximate form, i.e. with correction terms decaying exponentially fast with
the distance to the ground state. This allows to
identify heat contributions to the average energy
change when the battery is bounded from below
and shows that global translational symmetry is
not necessary to satisfy the second law of thermodynamics. Importantly, these deviations are
related to the average work rather than just work
and hence they are of a completely different character than the deviations reported by standard
fluctuation theorems. This is the second main
contribution of our paper.
In the next part of the paper we show that our
model correctly reproduces the single-shot results
on the work of formation originally derived using
qubit as the battery system [29]. This answers an
open problem from the field of quantum thermodynamics by showing that the notions of singleshot and fluctuating work can be both properly
defined and studied for a battery with a ground
state. This is the third main result of the paper.
In the last part of the paper we study a paradigmatic example of Landauer erasure and compare
how the two battery models (the ideal weight battery and the harmonic oscillator with vacuum)
behave when assisting this type of transformation. Notice that the second case contrasts with
the classical treatment of work as the battery can
no longer supply arbitrary values of energy when
it operates close to its vacuum state. Because of
this both batteries experience quantitative differences in their behavior in the low-energy regime.
We show that for any battery model the very existence of the vacuum state implies a lower bound
on the size of work fluctuations whenever energy
is taken from the battery. In this way the occupation of the vacuum state is the fundamental
Accepted in

factor which forbids performing Landauer erasure
with deterministic (or arbitrarily concentrated)
work distribution. We further show that the ideal
weight violates this bound and hence allows for
transformations which cannot be achieved in the
low-energy regime.
We finish the paper with a short summary and
present several related open problems which we
believe to be relevant for the field of quantum
thermodynamics.

2 Framework
Throughout we adapt a resource-theoretic approach to quantum thermodynamics called thermal operations [27, 27, 29–45]. This is a wellestablished framework for studying thermodynamic processes in the quantum regime which
gives the experimenter the most freedom in manipulating systems without access to external resources like coherence or asymmetry [25, 46–49],
entanglement [50–52] or conserved quantities [53–
55]. It is thus a convenient class of operations
for deriving fundamental thermodynamic limitations. Moreover, these operations are also experimentally achievable as they can be realized with
a very coarse-grained control [34]. A very readable and comprehensive introductions to this field
of quantum thermodynamics can be found in [56]
and [57]. See also [58] for an attempt to reconcile
this framework with a more standard approach of
stochastic thermodynamics.
The setting consists of a system S with Hamiltonian HS and an infinite heat bath B with
Hamiltonian HB satisfying a few reasonable assumptions (see [29] for the details) initially in
a Gibbs state τB = e−βHB /ZB , where ZB =
tr e−βHB is the partition function. The interaction of the system S with the heat bath B is
modelled using a unitary transformation U and
hence the effective map on S can be represented
as a channel:
h

i

ΓS [ρS ] = trB U (ρS ⊗ τB ) U † ,

(2)

with ρS being the initial state of the system. To
conserve the total energy of the system for every
possible initial state, the unitary U must commute with the total Hamiltonian, i.e. [U, HS +
HB ] = 0. This can be also thought of as a microscopic statement of the first law of thermodynamics. We will refer to the effective map (2)
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as a thermal operation (TO). Thermal operations
are general enough to account for the situations
in which the Hamiltonian of the system changes
from HS to HS0 . This can be done by adding an
ancillary qubit system which acts as a switch as
was described in [29]. For further details see also
the Appendix.
One of the most fundamental problems studied by quantum thermodynamics is determining
conditions on states ρS and σS such that there
exists a feasible unitary in (2) which realizes the
TO
transformation, which we write as ρS −−→σS . In
the most general case of arbitrary quantum states
the necessary and sufficient set of conditions for
TO
the existence of a TO realizing ρS −−→σS has not
been found yet, though there are a few important
partial results [38, 59]. The situation greatly simplifies when states ρS and σS are incoherent in the
energy eigenbasis. In particular, when the states
are incoherent and the Hamiltonian is fully degenerate, i.e. HS = 0, the convertibility under thermal operations is fully governed by majorization
TO
[60]. Namely, for two states ρS and σS , ρS −−→σS
if and only if the vector q = diag[σS ] is majorized
by the vector p = diag[ρS ]. This is equivalent
to the existence of a doubly-stochastic matrix R
which transforms p into q, i.e. R p = q. Once
the doubly-stochastic matrix R is found, the unitary from (2) can be easily deduced as described
e.g. in [61].
When the energy spectrum of the Hamiltonian
is non-trivial, TOs preserve the associated Gibbs
state rather than the uniform state. In this case
majorization is replaced by thermo-majorization
[29, 62] which is equivalent to the existence of
a stochastic matrix which preserves the vector of
Gibbs weights g = diag[τS ] and transforms p into
q. This leads to a whole new set of conditions
which determine which state transformations are
possible under the laws of thermodynamics and
can be thought of as a single-shot refinement of
the second law of thermodynamics. If coherences
between different energy eigenstates of the system
are present, these conditions are necessary, but
not sufficient.
It is natural to ask how these conditions modify when we allow for performing thermodynamic
work. Arguably the most studied modification
of the framework is to add an ancillary battery
system W and study transformation of the form
(2) where system S is now replaced by the joint
Accepted in

system SW. One then identifies thermodynamic
work with the energy change on this ancillary
system. More precisely, before and after applying the global unitary U the energy of the battery system is measured using projective measurements, obtaining outcomes  and  + w respectively. Work w is then a random variable
with probability distribution given by:
Z

p(w) =

h

d tr (1S ⊗ Π+w ⊗ 1B ) ×



U (ρS ⊗ Π ρW Π ⊗ τB )U †

i

(3)

where Πx = |xihx|W is a projector onto one of the
energy eigenstates of W.
This way of defining work leads to two fundamental questions: (i) when can we treat work
stored in the battery as legitimate thermodynamic work and (ii) what are the necessary and
sufficient conditions for the work-assisted state
TO
transformations ρS −−→σS ? It is perhaps surprising that answering those questions relies on which
model of the battery we use. In the next sections we will describe and discuss properties of
the main battery models found in the literature
(see also [63–67]).

2.1 Thermal operations with qubit battery
The simplest approach proposed in [29] is to use
as a battery a two-level qubit (wit) with a tunable
energy gap δ and a Hamiltonian:
HW = δ |1ih1|W

(4)

Furthermore, one then assumes that the battery
always starts either in the ground or the excited
state. This simple construction allows to introduce a notion of work valid in the single-shot
regime. The arising work is often referred to as
“deterministic work” and is defined as the optimal
δ for which there exists a TO realizing:
TO

ρS ⊗ |iihi|W −−→ σS ⊗ |jihj|W .

(5)

where (i, j) = (0, 1) when the work is stored in
the battery (distillation) and (i, j) = (1, 0) when
it is consumed (formation). Since the battery
starts and ends up in a pure energy eigenstate, its
energy difference can be fully associated with the
work that needs to be performed (or can be extracted) during the transformation. To determine
whether a given state ρS can be converted into
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σS using δ of work one has to check the thermomajorization criteria between the joint states of
SW (see Appendix A for the details).
Naturally, transformations in which the wit
ends up in a pure state are practically impossible to achieve. That is why for a theory to be
applicable to realistic protocols one should consider transformations of the form (5), where now
the battery is allowed to finish in a slightly mixed
state. However, at this point it is not clear if we
can interpret the average energy change of the wit
as valid thermodynamic work. Since its entropy
has changed, it is impossible to differentiate it between work and heat. To see this more explicitly,
consider the following example.
Example 1. (Thermalization of a wit) Consider
a process which outputs a joint Gibbs state irrespective of the input, i.e.:
∀ ρS , ρW

TO

ρS ⊗ ρW −−→ τS ⊗ τW .

(6)

Notice that this is a valid thermal operation as it
always preserves the total Gibbs state. Consider
applying this map to the state ρS ⊗ ρW = τS ⊗
|0ih0|W . The average work associated with this
transformation is given by:
hwi = tr [HW (τW − |0ih0|W )]
δ
=
≥ 0.
1 + eβδ

(7)

Hence, thermalization of a wit yields a positive
amount of work on average, in contradiction to
the second law of thermodynamics (1). Notice
that the above example does not show that wit is
a deficent battery model, but rather that it does
not behave well in a non-ideal scenario. In particular, allowing for changing its entropy (however slightly) poses certain difficulties in interpreting its average energy change as thermodynamic work.

2.2 Thermal operations with ideal weight battery
To resolve the problem we observed in the previous section we can use a different battery model,
i.e. an ideal weight with Hamiltonian:
Z ∞

HW =

−∞

x |xihx|W dx

(8)

where the basis {|xiW | x ∈ R} is formed from
continuous orthonormal states representing the
Accepted in

position of the weight. Notice that assuming this
particular Hamiltonian is in some sense an arbitrary choice. We can also choose to store work in
the kinetic energy of a moving particle or angular
momentum of a rotating wheel. What is important is that the model is doubly-infinite, i.e. it
has the capacity to store and provide arbitrary
amounts of work for any possible transformation.
This is of course not a realistic assumption as every physical implementation of the ideal weight
must have an energetic minimum, as well as moving particles and rotating wheels eventually halt.
The unitary U from (2) is assumed to commute
with the
shift operator on the weight defined as
R∞
∆y := −∞ |x + yihx|W dx, i.e.:
∀y

[USBW , idSB ⊗ ∆y ] = 0,

(9)

This additional assumption is often referred to as
translational invariance (TI) and its importance
was highlighted in [27] where it was shown that
this combined with the energy conservation assures that dumping entropy into the joint state
of the system and the battery (as we saw in Example 1) is impossible. TI is also enough to recover not only the second law of thermodynamics,
but also quantum versions of the Jarzynski and
Crooks fluctuation theorems [9]. These results
provide solid grounds to interpret shifts on the
ideal weight as legitimate thermodynamic work.
Moreover, the authors of [9] also proved that the
necessary and sufficient conditions for a workassisted transformation between incoherent states
in this case can be expressed by a generalization
of thermo-majorization which they termed Gibssstochasticity, i.e.:
∀ s0

X

p(s0 , w|s)eβ(Es0 −Es +w) = 1,
e

(10)

s,w

where p(s0 , w|s) is the conditional probability of
the final state of the system having energy leve 0 (energy of the final Hamiltonian H 0 ) and
els E
s
S
work w being done by the system, given that the
initial state of the system had energy level Es
(energies of the initial Hamiltonian HS ). Interestingly, by setting w = 0 one can recover from (10)
the thermo-majorization criteria, as described in
[9].
However, even though this approach is convenient mathematically and recovers the standard thermodynamic results, this proposal leads
to new problems. First, Nature does not allow
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for Hamiltonians which are unbounded from below and thus it is not clear how well the ideal
weight model describes any physical battery. Secondly, the conditions (10) lead to certain limitations when one tries to study deterministic work,
as described by the following example:
Example 2. (No deterministic work) Consider
the following process realized using the ideal
weight and a qubit system S with a fullydegenerate Hamiltonian HS = 0, i.e.:
∀ρS

TO

ρS −−→ a |0ih0|S + b |1ih1|S ,

(11)

where a, b are positive such that a+b = 1. When
explicitly including the ideal weight we have that
for all ρS the input state ρS ⊗ |0ih0|W is transformed into:
X

0

0

0

pS (s) p(s , w|s) s s

S

⊗ |wihw|W ,

where ρS = s pS (s) |sihs|S and we used the fact
that due to TI we can start in an arbitrary energy
eigenstate of the battery. Now the probability
distribution p(s0 , w|s) reads:
P

(13)

In our particular example we have p(s0 = 0|s) = a
and p(s0 = 1|s) = b for all s ∈ {0, 1}. However, notice that if we now demand a deterministic work cost, i.e. p(w) = δw,w∗ for some real
number w∗ , then conditions (10) imply:
0

w∗ = −kB T log 2 − kB T log a, (14)

0

w∗ = −kB T log 2 − kB T log b. (15)

s =0:
s =1:

This can only be satisfied if a = b = 1/2 and
hence shows that it is impossible to obtain a
fluctuation-free work when performing (11) using an ideal weight battery.
It is tempting to think that this behavior is a
consequence of the third law of thermodynamics.
However, note that in this case we have access to
two infinitely big systems: an infinite heat bath
and an (infinite) ideal weight and we put no constraints on how many degrees of freedom we may
access. Notice also that if we lift the TI constraint and choose two distinct energy levels of
the battery separated by an energy difference δ
then we are able to exactly recover any deterministic transformation of the form (5) (see e.g. [28]
Accepted in

2.3 Thermal operations with harmonic oscillator battery
Motivated by these realizations we now consider
a battery model which has an energy spectrum
bounded from below. Arguably the simplest
model which satisfies this property is a harmonic
oscillator:
HW =

N
X

k |k ihk |W ,

(16)

k=0

(12)

s,s0 ,w

p(s0 , w|s) = p(s0 |s) p(w|s, s0 ).

for a proof of this statement). Hence the problem must be somehow related to the TI property.
Surprisingly, we will see that by assuming a less
demanding notion of translational invariance we
can recover both a proper behavior in the macroscopic limit (second law) and the desired behavior
in the microscopic limit (deterministic work).

with k := k δ and N is the number of energy
levels of the oscillator. For diagonal states any
thermal operation ΓSW acting on a harmonic oscillator battery can be fully characterized by a set
of transition probabilities {r(s0 k 0 |sk)} which describe the probability that the state |siS ⊗ |k iW
gets mapped to another state |s0 i ⊗ |k0 iW . They
can be extracted from ΓSW via:
r(s0 k 0 |sk) := tr



s0 s0 ⊗ |k0 ihk0 | ×


ΓSW |sihs| ⊗ |k ihk |

(17)


.

For ΓSW to be a valid thermal operation the associated transition probabilities must necessarily
satisfy:
∀s, k

X

r(s0 k 0 |sk) = 1,

(18)

s0 ,k0

∀s0 , k 0

X

r(s0 k 0 |sk)eβ(Es0 −Es +k0 −k ) = 1. (19)
e

s,k

The first line of these conditions means that ΓSW
is a trace-preserving map whereas the second
line assures that the channel preserves the Gibbs
state. Note that for a battery with the bottom
the commutation relation (9) cannot be satisfied
for all y (unless the map is the identity map), and
therefore a more general notion of translational
invariance is needed. In many physically relevant
situations it is impossible to have precise control
over the the unitary from (2) and hence it may
be very difficult to impose the TI condition in
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h

i

ΓSW , idS ⊗ ∆n [·]∆†n [ρSW ] = 0,

(21)

for all integer n such that 0 ≤ k 0 + n ≤ N and
kmin ≤ k + n ≤ N . We will refer to the set of energy levels below and above min as the vacuum
and invariant regime respectively. Intuitively, the
ETI assumption means that whenever a given
process has a non-zero probability of taking the
battery from |k iW to |k0 iW , then all transitions
related to the associated work cost w = k0 − k
are equally probable. For a graphical explanation
see Fig. 1.
Let us note that if the initial state of the system and the battery is not diagonal in the energy
basis, then ΓSW is not fully characterized by (17).
However, (18) and (19) still have to be satisfied,
irrespectively of the evolution which ΓSW sets for
off-diagonal elements of the density matrix. As
work is determined only by changes of occupations of the battery energy levels, in the following
sections we exploit (18) and (19) to derive a fluctuation relation for work and a formulation of the
second law of thermodynamics valid in the ETI
model (21). The only alternation that needs to
be taken into account is the fact that functions
Accepted in

(𝑏)

𝑝𝑊 (𝜖)

𝑣𝑎𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑚

(𝑐)

𝜖

𝜖

𝜖

𝑣𝑎𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑚
(𝑑)

𝜖𝑚𝑖𝑛

(20)

holds for all states of the battery above
the threshold energy min , i.e.
∀ ρSW s.t.
tr[(1S ⊗ Π )ρSW ] = 0 for  < min . Notice that
this condition is less stringent than the commutation relation (9), i.e. TI implies ETI but the
converse is not true in general. In terms of transition probabilities {r(s0 k 0 |sk)} this condition can
be restated as (see Appendix B):
r(s0 k 0 |sk) = r(s0 , k 0 + n|s, k + n),

(𝑎)

𝜖

practice. Here, instead of constraining the global
unitary, we will put constraints on the effective
map on the system and the battery arising from
this unitary. This is a much looser constraint
than (9) and is potentially easier to implement in
practice.
Let us consider a discrete energy translation
operator acting on the harmonic oscillator batP
tery ∆n = k≥n |k − nihk|W . We are going to assume that the thermal operation ΓSW is invariant
with respect to translations of the battery only
above a certain threshold energy min := δ kmin
for some 0 ≤ kmin ≤ N . We will refer to this notion as effective translational invariance (ETI).
Formally this means that the channel commutation relation:

Figure 1: A battery with unbounded spectrum (a), attached to the system and environment, works as a tool
to define work by changes of its average energy hwi during operations described by unitaries applied to the system, battery and environment. For a given transition between system states, |siS → |s0 iS , transitions between
selected energy levels of the battery are represented by
arrows (c), (d) – the width of an arrow is proportional to
the probability value. A common assumption that the
unitaries commute with the shift operator on the unbounded battery (a) leads to the conclusion that probabilities of transitions on the battery are the same for
the same energy gain on the battery, disregarding what
is its initial state (c). For a physical model of a battery
bounded from below, unitaries cannot commute with the
shift operator, as the presence of the vacuum affects the
final distribution of battery populations (b). We model
this by allowing transitions emerging from levels below
min to break translational invariance (d). This introduces corrections to the standard second law inequality
for hwi, which shows that the average change of energy
of the battery ceases to serve as a good measure of work.
While the corrections vanish exponentially with the distance between min and the bulk of pW (), the presence
of the vacuum can be exploited to reduce work fluctuations, allowing for (almost) perfect Landauer erasure on
physical batteries.

fs and F which we use in the proofs are related
to the free energy only for the case when no coherences are present in the system. In particular,
(18) and (19) hold also for the protocols described
in [25, 68] which involve creating coherence be-
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tween energy states of the system using initial
coherence of the battery state. These protocols
exploit full translational invariance of the battery:
the unitary (which conserves the total energy of
the system and battery, and acts trivially on the
environment) allows for transitions only within
the nearest energy levels of the battery. Even if
the battery is bounded from below, by utilising
the so called ’regenerative catalytic cycles’, the
protocol used by [25] quarantees that the ground
state of the battery is never occupied. Therefore,
it satisfies the condition (21) with kmin = 0.

3 General results

form. At first glance this may lead to the conclusion that Jarzynski equality in the form (23)
can be violated arbitrarily well. However, in the
following theorem we show that by looking at an
analog of (23) conditioned on the battery level k,
we can deduce nontrivial bounds which hold in
the translationally invariant regime of our model.
Moreover, in the next section we will show that
these relations imply that the work fluctuations
are constrained in such a way that the second law
of thermodynamics still holds.
Before we present the theorem let us first
rewrite (23) in a form which explicitly demonstrates its dependence on the initial battery state
P
ρW = N
k=0 pW (k) |k ihk |W , that is:

3.1 Jarzynski equality for physical batteries
The standard Jarzynski equality can be written
as [7, 8]:
heβw i =

Z S0
,
ZS

(22)

where ZS0 and ZS are partition function associated with the final and initial Hamiltonian on
the system S. Recently, Alhambra et. al in [9]
using the framework of thermal operations with
the ideal weight derived a quantum analog of (22)
relating fluctuations of work in an arbitrary thermodynamic process. In particular they showed
that for states block-diagonal in the energy eigenbasis the following identity holds:
heβ (w−fs ) i = ZS0 ,

(23)

where the fine-grained free energy fi := Ei +
1
β log pS (i) and w are random variables, Ei is the
energy of i-th level the system S and averaging
is over p(s, w), that is the probability that system S starts in level |siS and performs work w.
The above equality can be thought of as an extension of (22) to the case when the initial state
of the system is out of equilibrium. When the
initial state is thermal then (23) reduces to the
standard Jarzynski equality (22).
The proof of (23) presented in [9] relies crucially on the TI assumption imposed on thermal
operations. In the following theorem we show
that when translational symmetry is broken the
equality (23) turns into a family of Jarzynski-like
inequalities. The crucial difference here is that
in the regime of broken translational symmetry
(vacuum regime) there are no constraints of this
Accepted in

heβ(w−fs ) i =

X

pW (k)heβ(wkk0 −fs ) ik ,

(24)

k,k0

where we denoted wkk0 = k0 − k and introduced:
heβ(wkk0 −fs ) ik :=
X

(25)

pS (s) r(s0 k 0 |sk)eβ(wkk0 −fs ) .

s,s0 ,k0

With this in mind we can present our first main
theorem:
Theorem 1. Let ΓSW be a thermal operation
acting on a harmonic oscillator battery and satisfying (20). Then for all k ≥ kmin ,




heβ(wkk0 −fs ) ik ≤ ZS0 1 + e−βδk ,

(26)

where δk := k − min + δ is the energy difference
between the state |k iW and the top of the vacuum
regime |min − δiW .
The theorem does not constrain fluctuations of
work when the battery starts in the energy subspace without translational symmetry (k < kmin ).
In other words, if the symmetry (20) is violated
for some energy subspace and the battery starts
in that subspace, the r.h.s. of (23) can be made
arbitrarily large (and in fact depends on the dimension of the battery as can be seen from the
proof of the theorem). This phenomenon did not
occur for the ideal weight because in that case
(20) was satisfied for all energy levels (meaning that the battery had effectively no vacuum
regime). When the initial state of the system is
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the equilibrium state then (26) leads to the following family of inequalities:
∀ k ≥ kmin

heβwkk0 ik ≤


ZS0 
1 + e−βδk , (27)
ZS

Finally, the following example explicitly demonstrates that work can fluctuate arbitrarily for a
valid thermal operation when the battery starts
in the vacuum regime.
Example 3 (Deviation from the Jarzynski expression). Consider a qubit system S and a thermal operation ΓSW with a constant trivial Hamiltonian HS = HS0 = 0 and described by its action
on the basis states:
|sihs|S ⊗|k ihk |W →
− |0ih0|S ⊗|k−1 ihk−1 |W , (28)
|sihs|S ⊗|0 ih0 |W →
− |1ih1|S ⊗ γW ,

(29)

0

−k −1 | 0 ih 0 |
where γW := N
k
k W and k > 0.
k0 =0 2
Below, we will take the limit N → ∞, which assures proper normalisation, and with the energy
gap δ = β −1 log 2 implies that the map is a valid
thermal operation (its construction is discussed
in more detail in Section 4, subsection Physical
Battery)). The process can be fully characterized
by the transition probabilities:

P

r(0, k − 1|s, k) = 1,

k>0:

0

−k0 −1

r(1, k |s, 0) = 2

k=0:

(30)
,

(31)

where all other transition probabilities are equal
to zero. Notice that the process satisfies (21) for
all k > 0, i.e. the vacuum regime is spanned
just by one energy level |0 ih0 |W . Let us now
compute the averaged term from the Jarzynski
equality (24). We have:
(

heβ(wkk0 −fs ) ik =

3.2 Second law of thermodynamics for physical
batteries
Thermodynamic work can be largely influenced
by energy fluctuations in the system. Although
both of them contribute to the change in the system’s average energy, the work should be stored
in an ordered form so that it can be later used for
another transformation. At the same time heat is
irreversibly dissipated and lost. In this section we
describe the second main contribution of this paper which is a modified version of the second law
of thermodynamics valid for batteries bounded
from below. This allows to estimate how much
of the average energy change on the battery can
be associated with thermodynamic work when its
spectrum is bounded from below.
Theorem 2. Let ΓSW be a thermal operation satisfying (20). Then for all battery states of the
form:
ρW =

N
X

pW (k) |k ihk |W

(33)

k=0

Z S0
if k > 0,
ZS0 (N +1) if k = 0.

(32)

This means that the average (24) goes to infinity
(in the limit N → ∞) whenever the initial occupation of the battery ground state is non-zero.
We described a thermal operation for which
Jarzynski equality does not provide a meaningful bound on work fluctuations when the battery
initially occupies an energy eigenstate for which
ETI does not hold. According to Theorem 1,
when the battery is initiated in such an eigenstate, these fluctuations may be higher than in
the case of the ideal weight (for which standard
Accepted in

Jarzynski equality holds ”everywhere”). Surprisingly, in such cases it is still possible to derive a
form of the second law of thermodynamics with
corrections depending on these occupations and
the distance of the battery state to the vacuum
regime. These correction terms quantify which
part of the average energy change on the battery
must be associated with heat rather than work.
In the next section we present a general theorem
which allows to quantitatively determine which
part of the average energy change on the battery
can be considered as a heat and which as a useful
work.

the average work hwi satisfies:
hwi ≤ −∆FS + Aβ (ρW , ρS ) + Bβ (ρW )

(34)

where:
Aβ (ρW , ρS ) :=

X



pW (k) ESmax
−F (ρS )−ηS
0

k<kmin

∂ηk
∂β



(35)


Bβ (ρW ) :=



N
X
1
log1+
pW (k) e−βδk  (36)
β
k≥k
min

where F (ρS ) = tr[ρS HS ] − S(ρS ) is the free energy, S(ρS ) = − tr ρS log ρS is the von-Neumann
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entropy, ∆FS = F (ρ0S0 ) − F (ρS ) is the change
in the free energy of the system, ηk := ZW eβk ,
max
es is the largest
ηS := ZS eβES , ESmax
= maxs E
0
energy of the system S and δk := k − min + δ.
Let us analyze the terms appearing in (34).
The upper bound for average work has two correction terms which both depend on the initial state
of the battery. First of them is proportional to the
occupation below the threshold energy min and
describes the contribution to the battery’s average energy related to changing its entropy (using
the battery in its vacuum regime spoils the battery). The second term decreases exponentially
fast with the distance to the threshold min and
effectively vanishes when battery starts far away
from it. In particular, if the battery operates sufficiently far from the threshold energy, that is if
P
∗
k<k∗ pW (k) ≈ 0 for some k  kmin , then both
correction terms vanish and (34) reduces to the
ordinary form of the second law.
We stress here that the possible violation of
the second law inequality, which can occur when
the battery is initialized in the proximity of the
vacuum regime, is an indication that in such case
the average change of the energy of the battery
can no longer be considered as a valid description of thermodynamic work. In this way we
can interpret Theorem 2 as a quantitative tool
for determining the part of the average energy
change on the battery that cannot be associated
with thermodynamic work for arbitrary thermodynamic processes. In other words, Theorem 2
allows to determine how far the battery must be
initialized in order to interpret the energy change
on the battery as a genuine thermodynamic work.

Proof of Theorem 2 (sketch). The standard approach in deriving the second law of thermodynamics (1) is to start with the fluctuation theorem (23) and upper bound the average work using
convexity of the exponential function. However,
as we saw in Example 3, if the battery has an
energy subspace for which the map is not translationally invariant, the r.h.s of (23) can be made
arbitrarily large for some battery states. Hence
we need to modify the method to obtain informative bounds. We start by decomposing the
average work hwi into two terms, each related to
a different regime of the initial state of the batAccepted in

tery:
hwi =

X

p(w) w = hwivac + hwiinv ,

(37)

w

where we labelled:
hwivac :=

X X

pW (k) p(w|k) w

(38)

pW (k) p(w|k) w.

(39)

w k<kmin

hwiinv :=

X X
w k≥kmin

Our strategy is to independently bound both
terms appearing in (37). Regarding the first
term note that all we know is that the transition
probabilities {r(s0 k 0 |sk)} come from a stochastic
map (18) which preserves the associated Gibbs
state (19). In particular, this means that they
are all upper bounded by respective Gibbs factors. This means that for all input and output
pairs (s, k) and (s0 , k 0 ) we can write r(s0 k 0 |sk) ≤
e−β(Ees0 −Es +wkk0 ), which after some manipulation
leads to:
X

hwivac ≤ −ηS

k<kmin

pW (k)

∂ηk
∂β

(40)

Consider now the second term from (37). Notice
that now the sum runs over k ≥ kmin and so the
assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Hence,
using Theorem 1 and the convexity of the exponential function it can be shown that:
hwiinv ≤ − ∆FS + Bβ (ρW )


+

kmin
X−1

(41)



pW (k) · (ESmax − F (ρS )).

k=0

The theorem follows by combining bounds (40)
and (41).
To illustrate Theorem 2 more clearly consider
an infinite-dimensional battery (N → ∞) with
initial energy population p( < ∗ ) below some
energetic cut-off ∗ > min , that is:
p( < ∗ ) =

X

hk | ρW |k iW .

(42)

k: k ≤∗

The parameter ∗ will serve us to describe the initial state of the battery. In the following corollary
we present a simplified (though slightly looser)
bound derived from Theorem 2. As we shall see,
in this bound the dependence of the correction
term on initial state of the battery is much simpler and in fact can be described by using just
the function p( < ∗ ).
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Notice that for battery states concentrated far
from the vacuum regime the term C(∗ , ρW ) vanishes exponentially fast in the low energy regime
(see Fig. 2). Proof of the corollary can be found
in Appendix D.

3.3 Recovering deterministic work

Figure 2: (a) Correction C(∗ , ρW ) for the bound on average work from Corollary 1. The initial state of the battery around the average energy β¯
 = 50 has a Gaussian
2
2
profile pW () ∝ eβ (−¯) /2 . The energy spacing was set
to βδ = 0.1 and vacuum regime to βmin = 5. System S
was chosen to be a qubit with Hamiltonian HS = 0. Notice that in this case the battery’s state is fixed. Hence
by increasing ∗ we reach a point where p( < ∗ ) is no
longer small (which happens around β∗ = 40) and so
the correction term blows-up. (b) Correction C(∗ , ρW )
for the same setting but with fixed ∗ = 10×min plotted
as a function of the average energy β¯
 of the Gaussian
profile. The kink appears as a consequence of fixing ∗
in Eq. (44), while the first term vanishes exponentially
with ¯.

Corollary 1. For any thermal operation ΓSW
acting on a harmonic oscillator battery W with
threshold energy min and initial state ρW , satisfying (42), we have:
hwi ≤ −∆FS +

1
C(∗ , ρW ),
β

(43)

with
h

C(∗ , ρS ) = p( < ∗ ) cS h(β, δ, min ) +log cS
+ cS e−β(∗ −min ) ,

i

(44)

where h(β, δ, min ) := e−βδ [1+βδeβmin (1−e−βδ )−2 ]
max
and the constant cS := dS eβES0 depends only on
the properties of system S.
Accepted in

All operations allowed in the framework involving the ideal weight can by carried out using the
harmonic oscillator battery with a bounded spectrum from below, as long as we use the battery
sufficiently high above the ground state (see e.g.
[25, 26]). However, the converse statement is not
true. In this section we show that there are thermal operations which can only be accomplished
using batteries bounded from below. That means
that the sets of operations generated by these two
models are not equivalent, i.e. physical batteries
are strictly more powerful than ideal batteries.
In this section we describe a method of extending arbitrary thermal operations defined on a wit
to thermal operations acting on a harmonic oscillator battery. First of all, this construction shows
that it is possible to recover the notion of deterministic (i.e. fluctuation-free) work for batteries with a ground state whenever they operate
above the regime of broken translational symmetry. More intuitively this means that by properly
breaking translational symmetry one can minimize to zero the fluctuations of work, while still
satisfying the second law of thermodynamics.
Secondly, any thermal operation acting on a
wit can be extended using the construction provided below. In the Appendix we show that any
thermal operation arising from this construction
satisfies the second law in the sense of Theorem
1. In this way, the maps which leave the wit in
a mixed state can still be “salvaged” and lead to
the average work which approximately obeys the
second law of thermodynamics and for which the
size of violations can be easily controlled.
We will now describe the construction. Let
Γwit be an arbitrary thermal operation acting on
S and a two-level battery (wit) performing the
transformation:
ρS ⊗ |0ih0|W →

(45)

R00 (ρS )⊗|0ih0|W +R01 (ρS )⊗|1ih1|W
ρS ⊗ |1ih1|W →

(46)

R10 (ρS )⊗|0ih0|W +R11 (ρS )⊗|1ih1|W
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Note that full information about Γwit is contained
in the set of subchannels {Rkk0 } which we will
refer to as battery subchannels. Let {Rkk0 } =
{R00 , R01 , R10 , R11 } be (arbitrary) battery subchannels associated with the transformation on
the wit. The transition probabilities {r(s0 k 0 |sk)}
can be extracted from {Rkk0 } via:
r(s0 k 0 |sk) = tr s0 s0 Rkk0 [|sihs|]




(47)

We will use the map Γwit as a primitive in constructing a family of thermal operations acting
on a harmonic oscillator battery. We define a
transformation Γosc acting on S and a harmonic
oscillator battery W in the following way:
Construction 1. The action of Γosc is given by:
ρS ⊗ |0 ih0 |W →

∞
X

R00 Ri01 (ρS ) ⊗ |i ihi |W ,

i=0

(48)
ρS ⊗ |k ihk |W → R10 (ρS ) ⊗ |k−1 ihk−1 |W +
(49)
∞
X

R00 Ri01 R11 (ρS ) ⊗ |k+i ihk+i |W ,

i=0

for all k > 0.
In Appendix E we show that any map arising
from this construction is a valid thermal operation. Moreover, the map additionally satisfies the
ETI property (20) with min = 1 . This implies
that the assumptions of Theorem 2 are met and
Γosc satisfies the second law in the form (34). In
fact, with a small modification we can define the
maps Γosc also for a battery with a finite number of energy levels. To simplify presentation we
postpone the details of this construction to the
Appendix.
Finally, we apply the above construction to
a primitive map which uses work stored in the
battery to form an arbitrary (energy-incoherent)
quantum state out of a thermal state. As a result
we obtain a method of recovering deterministic
work for transformations acting on a harmonic
oscillator battery with a spectrum bounded from
below. In this sense we can think about the harmonic oscillator battery as owning both benefits
of the previous two battery models: it allows for
studying deterministic work which is an important concept in the resource-theoretic approach
(property of the wit) while satisfying the second law of thermodynamics (property of the ideal
weight).
Accepted in

Figure 3: Graphical explanation of the construction extending thermal operation Γwit defined on a qubit battery Wwit into a map ΓN acting on an (N + 1)-level
harmonic oscillator. When the battery has an infinite spectrum the construction yields a map Γosc [·] :=
limN →∞ ΓN [·]. In the Appendix we show that for every N ∈ N channel ΓN is a thermal operation and in
the limit N → ∞ becomes effectively translationally
invariant with threshold energy min = δ. Blue color
corresponds to an exemplary battery subchannel for a
(2)
3−level battery, that is R01 [·] = R00 R01 [·]. Other
battery sub-channels can be determined in an analogous
way.

Theorem 3. Let Γwit be a thermal operation
acting on system S and a two-level battery with
Hamiltonian HW = δ |1ih1|W with δ ≥ 0 and performing the transformation:
Γwit [ρS ⊗ |1ih1|W ] = σS ⊗ |0ih0|W ,

(50)

for some energy-incoherent states ρS and σS .
Then there is a thermal operation Γosc acting
on S and an infinite harmonic oscillator battery
which performs the map (21), i.e.:
Γosc [ρS ⊗ |k ihk |W ] = σS ⊗ |k − δihk − δ|W ,
(51)
for all k > 0. The average work associated with
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this transformation is given by:
hwi = −δ = Dmax (ρS ||τS ) − Dmax (σS ||τS ), (52)
where Dmax (ρ||σ) = log min{λ : ρ ≤ λσ}.
Proof. Notice that (50) corresponds to a set
of battery subchannels with R11 [ρS ] = 0 and
R10 [ρS ] = σS . Hence using Construction 1 leads
to a map Γosc which performs (51) for all k >
0.
If the map (50) is not exact but holds up to
some  error on the wit then deterministic work
will have an additional contribution surpassing
the free energy change, as specified by the correction terms in Theorem 2. However, this contribution can be suppressed by increasing the distance of the initial state of the battery to the vacuum regime. Thus we can start in an arbitrary
(e.g. mixed) state of the battery and due to Theorem 2 the approximate version of the second law
of thermodynamics will still be satisfied. In this
way the notion of deterministic work can be recovered when the energy spectrum of the battery
is bounded from below.
Before we finish this section let us briefly note
that the construction we present here allows one
to recover proper thermodynamic work (i.e. satisfying the second law of thermodynamics) for all
primitive maps on the wit. In particular, this
means that also the thermalizing map from Example 1, when extended to a harmonic oscillator
battery, no longer leads to violations of the second law whenever the battery is initialized above
the vacuum state.

4 Landauer erasure and measures of
work fluctuations

is reflected in the fluctuations of thermodynamic
work.
In what follows we focus our attention on the
paradigmatic process of Landauer erasure and
implement it using two different battery models:
the ideal weight and the harmonic oscillator. We
will compare the minimal size of fluctuations that
are necessary for these two battery models to perform Landauer erasure with certain fidelity.
Before going into the details, a remark has to
be made about possible measures of fluctuations.
The very notion of a process being deterministic
is always related to the fact that, for this process,
a selected measure of fluctuations of work distribution takes zero value. For the sake of comparison with earlier results for translationally invariant batteries [10], we start with a measure of
fluctuations which is based on the distance to the
average work:
F1 [w] =
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(53)

Thanks to Example 2 we see that, when using an
ideal weight battery, it is not possible to obtain
a non-trivial transformation via a deterministic
process with respect to this measure. However,
in Section 4.1 we show that this can be achieved
when the same transformation is performed using a harmonic oscillator battery with unoccupied
vacuum state. Later in Section 4.2 we compare
the differences between the two battery models
when fluctuations are quantified by the variance
of the work distribution:
Z

F2 [p(w)] =

dw p(w)(w − hwi)2 .

(54)

Finally in Section 4.3 we investigate a general
quantifier of fluctuations:
Z

F [p(w)] =
In this section we examine the main differences
between the ideal weight and the harmonic oscillator battery in the low-energy regime, that
is when population of the vacuum state cannot
be ignored. Naturally we expect that this would
lead to certain limitations which do not occur for
ideal weight battery. A question arises: what are
the consequences of these limitations, and most
importantly, what are their implications for general thermodynamic protocols? Here we provide
a partial answer to this problem. Our main goal
is to explore how the presence of the ground state

max |w − hwi|

w:p(w)6=0

dw p(w)f (w − hwi),

(55)

where f (x) is an arbitrary real function satisfying
f (0) = 0.

4.1 Landauer erasure: fluctuations measured
via F1 [p(w)].
Consider a qubit S with a constant Hamiltonian
HS = HS0 = 0 prepared in the Gibbs state
τS = 21 1S . Suppose that we also have an imperfect machine which is able to erase qubits with
some small failure probability ε and which can
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tolerate fluctuations of work up to a certain value
c. We therefore demand that a bound on the
distance to the average energy is satisfied for all
registered values of w:
|w − hwi| ≤ c.

(56)

Our goal is to check if putting constraints on the
allowed fluctuations of work of the form (56) can
limit the ultimate precision of erasure that can be
achieved in the process. Let us assume that our
machine maps the qubit with probability 1 − ε
to the state |0iS and with probability ε fails and
outputs the orthogonal state |1iS . The action of
the machine on S can be described by the effective
transformation:
ΓS [τS ] = ρS (ε),

(57)

where ρS (ε) = (1 − ε) |0ih0|S + ε |1ih1|S and ΓS =
trW ΓSW is a thermal operation reduced to system S. We will implement this effective transformation using two different battery models: the
ideal weight and the harmonic oscillator. For the
ideal weight we will look for an optimal transformation whereas for the harmonic oscillator we
will apply Construction 1 to extend the Landauer
erasure map on the wit to the harmonic oscillator battery. Our goal here is to find the minimal
ε which can be achieved when work fluctuations
are bounded by c according to (56).
Ideal weight. Let ΓSW = Γweight be the thermal operation that performs (57) using the ideal
weight battery. Since any such operation commutes with the shift operator on the weight (9)
the transformation will be independent on the initial state of the battery. Hence, without loss of
generality, we can choose the initial battery state
to be ρW = |0ih0|W . The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a thermal
operation realizing (57) in this case are given by
(10). In our particular example (fully-degenerate
Hamiltonian) they reduce to:
∀ s0

X

p(s0 , w|s)eβw = 1,

(58)

s,w

Given a process Γweight described by p(s0 , w|s)
and satisfying (58), the work generated in a particular state transition |siS → |s0 iS has probability distribution given by:
p(w|s, s0 ) =
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p(s0 , w|s)
,
p(s0 |s)

(59)

where p(s0 |s) = w p(s0 , w|s) is the probability
of a given transition on the system. In general
work as described by (59) fluctuates around the
mean value hwi. The authors of [10] (Theorem
2, Supplementary notes) showed that the process
which minimizes work fluctuations (56) without
increasing its average value hwi satisfies:
P

p(w|s, s0 ) = δ(w − wss0 ).

(60)

In other words, the optimal process which minimizes work fluctuations has a fixed value of work
wss0 for any given state transition |siS → |s0 iS .
Sometimes in literature such processes are called
“deterministic” to reflect the fact that for each
transition there is a well-defined work cost. In
this work we will use the term ”deterministic”
only with respect to the distribution p(w) and
only when a specific measure of fluctuations becomes zero. For simplicity of presentation we will
assume that w00 = w10 = w0 and w01 = w11 =
w1 , i.e. the random variable w takes the value
w0 when we erase the state and w1 when we fail
and output an orthogonal state. Applying transformation Γweight to the initial state of the qubit
and the ideal weight battery leads to the joint
state:
h

i

Γweight τS ⊗ |0ih0|W =
=

(61)

p(s0 , w|s) s0 s0

X

S

⊗ |wihw|W

s,s0 ,w

=

X

p(s0 |s) s0 s0

S

⊗ |ws0 ihws0 |W ,

s,s0

where the probabilities p(s0 |s) are chosen such
that the transformation reduced to S correctly
reproduces (57). The action of Γweight is summarized in Tab. 1. Notice that the conditions
|si → |s0 i
|0i → |0i
|1i → |0i
|0i → |1i
|1i → |1i

p(s0 |s)
1−ε
1−ε
ε
ε

work
w0
w0
w1
w1

Table 1: The action of map Γweight on system S with
the associated work costs.

(58) imply that the shifts {ws0 } must necessarily
satisfy:
1
(s0 = 0)
eβw0 =
,
(62)
2(1 − ε)
1
(s0 = 1)
eβw1 = .
(63)
2ε
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Using these we find that the random variable w
can take on one of the following values:
ws0 =



 −kB T log 2 − kB T log(1 − ε)

s0


 −k T log 2 − k T log ε
B
B

s0

= 0,

kB T log 2+kB T log(1 − ε). Recall that the action
of any thermal operation Γwit can be written as:
i

h





= 1.
(64)

The average work during this process can be calculated as:
hwiweight =

X

p(w) w

(65)

w

=

X

p(s) p(s0 |s)wss0

s,s0

= (1 − ε)w0 + ε w1

c≥

max |w − hwiweight |

w: p(w)>0

|ws0 − hwiweight |
= max
0
s

= kB T |h(ε) + log ε|
≥ −kB T (log ε + log 2).

(66)

This limits the range of ε which can be achieved
when the fluctuations are constrained by c, i.e.:
1
ε ≥ e−c/kB T .
2

R01 =

0

1−2ε
2(1−ε)

1−2ε
2(1−ε)

1
2(1−ε)

0

0

1
2(1−ε)

"

,

R10

#

#

1−ε 1−ε
=
,
ε
ε
(70)
"

,

R11

#

0 0
=
. (71)
0 0

In the above we chose R00 and R01 such that
Γwit preserves the Gibbs-state and hence is a valid
thermal operation.
Using Construction 1 we can now extend
Γwit to a thermal operation Γosc acting on a
e 0}
harmonic oscillator battery. The matrices {R
kk
describing this new process are given by:
For k = 0 :
e 0 = R00 Rk
R
kk
01
"

(68)

Using standard methods (e.g.
thermomajorization curves) we can determine the
minimal value of δ for which (68) is a valid thermal operation, i.e. δ = −kB T · Dmax (ρ()||τ ) =
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"

#

0

0

(67)

If we now take the error ε → 0 the average
work hwi will approach a finite value of hwi =
−kB T log 2. However, this can be accomplished
only when access to high energies is provided, so
that fluctuations of work can be unconstrained,
and c → ∞.
Harmonic oscillator battery. Let us consider again the process from (57), but now implemented using a harmonic oscillator battery. In
order to construct the desired thermal operation
we start with a primary process acting on the wit
battery with energy separation δ, i.e.:
Γwit [τS ⊗ |1ih1|W ] = ρS (ε) ⊗ |0ih0|W .

For diagonal input states we can encode the action of subchannels {Rkk0 } using a set of substochastic matrices {Rkk0 } acting on the diagonals of respective states. Let us denote the
vector of initial probabilities of system S with
x = diag(ρS ). A simple analysis shows that the
action of Γwit on diagonal states can be expressed
using the set of matrices:
R00 =

where h(x) := −(1 − x) log(1 − x) − x log x is the
binary entropy function. In the case when fluctuations of work are bounded by a constant c as
in (56) we have:



R01 [ρS ]+R11 [ρS ] ⊗ |1ih1|W .
(69)

"

= −kB T log 2 + kB T h(ε),



Γwit ρS ⊗ ρW = R00 [ρS ]+R10 [ρS ] ⊗ |0ih0|W +

=

(72)

0

0

1−2ε
[2(1−ε)]k0 +1

1−2ε
[2(1−ε)]k0 +1

#

For k > 0 :
(
e 0 =
R
kk

R10 , if k 0 = k − 1,
0,
otherwise.

(73)

We will now consider two different cases: an ideal
one in which the vacuum state of the battery is
not occupied and the more physical one in which
we assume a small (but nonzero) population in
the vacuum state.
Harmonic oscillator battery: vacuum not
occupied. The transformation constructed using
e 0 } in Construction 1 has the same
matrices {R
kk
action for all battery states above the ground
state, that is:
Γosc [τS ⊗ |k ihk |W ] = ρS (ε) ⊗ |k − δihk − δ|W ,
(74)
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This holds for all initial states of the battery
above the ground state, i.e. for all k > min = 0.
This means that any initial state ρW of the battery (with h0 |ρW |0 i = 0) will lead to the same
transformation. Furthermore, it can be shown
(see Appendix E for the details) that for any
primitive map Γwit and any initial state of the
battery above the ground state the average work
associated with the extended map Γosc can always
be expressed as:
h

hwiosc = δ · 1T (1 − R01 )−1 R11 x − 1
= −δ,

i

(75)

where 1T = (1, 1, . . . , 1) is the (horizontal) identity vector and 1 is the identity matrix. From
(74) it is clear that whenever the battery starts
above its ground state the shifts {ws0 } are the
same whenever erasure succeeds or fails, i.e. for
all s0 :
ws0 = −δ = −kB T log 2 − kB T log(1 − ). (76)
This also implies that the random variable w does
not fluctuate. Indeed we have:
c≥

max |w − hwiosc |

w: p(w)>0

= |δ − hwiosc |
= 0.

(77)

returns a state with all levels of the harmonic
oscillator battery occupied. However, although
the map brings the battery to a full-rank state,
the probability of occupying higher energy levels decays exponentially with the energy. Hence
the entropy change in the battery is always finite
and, in particular, does not diverge in the limit
of infinite dimension of the battery.
(though with probability decaying exponentially fast with the energy). Furthermore, the
occupation of the vacuum induces a proportional
error on the system. In order to find the action on
the system and the total distribution of work p(w)
let us note that our construction assures translational invariance for all energy levels above energy
min = 0 . This means that without loss of generality we can prepare the battery in the initial
state:
ρW = (1 − γ) |1 ih1 |W + γ |0 ih0 |W ,

(79)

where γ ∈ [0, 1]. Applying our Landauer erasure
map leads to the following state on the system
and the battery:
Γosc [τS ⊗ρW ] = (1 − γ)Γosc [τS ⊗ |1 ih1 |W ]

(80)

+ γ Γosc [τS ⊗ |0 ih0 |W ]

(81)

= (1 − γ)ρS () ⊗ |0 ih0 |W

(82)

+

∞
X

Ri01 R00 [τS ] ⊗ |i ihi |W . (83)

i=0

In particular this means that ε does not depend
on c and hence there is no fundamental limit on
 allowed by the transformation, i.e.:
ε ≥ 0.

(78)

In this way a harmonic oscillator battery faithfully reproduces the amount of deterministic work
needed to perform erasure for an arbitrary low error rate ε, a feature which the ideal weight could
not perform as described in Example 2.
Harmonic oscillator battery: vacuum occupied. While the above is a valid mathematical
construction, in a physical situation the vacuum
state will be inevitably occupied, and therefore
one should expect the harmonic oscillator battery
to show fluctuations of work. To quantify them,
we assume that the vaccum state is occupied with
probability γ. In this case the situation is different to the ideal (γ = 0) case. This is because
applying the thermal map Γosc when the battery
is in its ground state thermalizes the battery, i.e.
Accepted in

The map Γosc implements Landauer erasure on
the system with the total error εtot = ε(1 − γ) +
γ, where ε is the parameter inherited from Γwit ,
based on which Γosc is constructed. Therefore,
even for ε = 0 perfect erasure is not possible and
ultimately depends also on the occupation of the
vacuum state.
In this case the protocol can only be implemented if we allow c → ∞, i.e. work w can take
all possible values between 0 and ∞ (although
this happens with exponentially small probabilities). In this way, even though in the ideal case
we could in principle always choose ε = 0 for any
value of c ≥ 0, when the vacuum state is populated we must allow for unbounded fluctuations
of work in order to carry out the erasure perfectly.
To summarize, we see that using a battery with
broken translational symmetry can lead to an arbitrarily good precision of Landauer erasure just
as in the case of the ideal weight battery, but with
work fluctuations reduced to zero. However, once
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we consider a more physical situation in which the
battery’s ground state is occupied, both models
behave essentially in the same way. It is an interesting open question whether the different behavior certified for γ = 0 can lead to some physical advantages over the ideal weight (e.g. resulting from lifting the translational invariance constraint), or it is just a mathematical idealization,
similar as in the case of wit. We leave this case
open for future research.

4.2 Landauer erasure: fluctuations measured
via F2 [p(w)].
We saw above that for a non-zero occupation of
the vacuum state, Γosc returns a state with all
levels of the harmonic oscillator battery occupied (though with probability decaying exponentially with the energy), while the average energy
remains finite. Therefore, the previously used
measure of fluctuations, F1 [w], takes infinite values. In order to give a quantitative description of
the functioning of physical batteries, we therefore
switch to considerations of statistical moments
of energy changes, as they take into account not
only values of registered work, but also probabilities of obtaining it.
Immediately we can draw some conclusions
about the functioning of physical batteries (i.e.
with ground states), even without invoking their
translational invariance properties in some regime
above the cut-off energy. Whenever the vacuum state (or the lowest energy eigenstate on
which the process acts non-trivially) is occupied,
stochasticity of the map implies that the work
distribution has positive contributions resulting
from the vacuum being populated (as population
on this level cannot be mapped to lower levels).
On the other hand, Landauer erasure is a type
of transformation which requires work (hence in
our notation it is associated with a negative average work). Therefore higher energy levels of
the battery have to be initially occupied, in order to assure the dominant negative contribution
to the average. As a consequence, the variance
can only be reduced to zero when the vacuum is
not populated. Moreover, as we show below in
Theorem 4, for a fixed occupation of the vacuum,
the variance of Landauer erasure cannot even be
brought down arbitrarily close to zero. This can
be treated as another argument suggesting that
the ideal weight may not be able to encapsulate
Accepted in

important physical effects in the regimes where
the occupation of the vacuum cannot be ignored.
In other words, it allows for processes which cannot be realised in practise, i.e. when one only has
access to physical batteries.
Before delving into quantitative analysis let us
start with a simple fact. The below theorem provides a bound on the fluctuations of work which
is valid for any battery with the ground state
and any stochastic transformation on the system and the battery (i.e. it is not necessarily
translationally-invariant or Gibbs-preserving).
Theorem 4. Let ρW be an arbitrary state of
the battery with a non-zero occupation γ of the
ground state |0 iW , i.e.:
γ = h0 |ρW |0 i.

(84)

The variance of the work distribution p(w) arising from any thermodynamic protocol with hwi ≤
0 is bounded by:
Var[w] ≥ γhwi2 .

(85)

Proof. The variance Var[w] of a random variable
w distributed according to p(w) is given by:
Var[w] =

X

p(w)(w − hwi),

(86)

w

Let s be the probability of performing work w =
0 when the battery is in the ground state. Using
the assumption hwi ≤ 0 we can write:
Var[w] ≥ p(w = 0)(0 − hwi)2 +

X

p(w)(w − hwi)2

w>0
2

≥ p(w = 0)hwi + hwi

2

X

p(w)

w>0
2

≥ γshwi2 + γ(1 − s)hwi

(87)

This proves the claim.
Harmonic oscillator battery. In this section the average energetic cost of performing the
transformation is measured in terms of the average work hwiosc (, γ), while the variance of the
work distribution:
F2 [p(w)] = Varosc (, γ)
Z

=

dw p(w)(w − hwi)2

(88)

will be used as a measure of fluctuations. For the
map from Construction 1 based on (70) and (71),
we can calculate the corresponding measures:


hwiosc (ε, γ)/kT = −δ 1 −
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and
Varosc (ε, γ)
2(1 − ε)(−2γ(1 − ε) − 2ε + 3)
= γδ 2
.
2
(kT )
(1 − 2ε)2
(90)
where δ := log 2(1 − ε) is defined as before.
It can be easily shown that, for a given value
of εtot = ε(1 − γ) + γ both hwiosc (ε, γ) and
Varosc (ε, γ) are maximized for ε = 0, γ = tot
(see also Fig. 4). As hwiosc (, γ) is always nonpositive, its maximization corresponds to minimization of work spent on the erasure. However,
the less work we spend on the erasure, the higher
are its fluctuations, as measured by F2 [p(w)].
Ideal weight battery. These fluctuations on the
harmonic oscillator battery should be compared
with fluctuations of work registered on the ideal
weight battery for an analogous process, i.e. a
process implementing Landauer erasure with the
same failure probability εtot . As a promising candidate for minimizing fluctuations in this regime,
we take the process (61) with work values specified in Table 1 (which minimizes the measure
F1 [w]). Therefore, we denote the corresponding
values of the average work and variance with subscript "1", i.e.:
hwi1 (εtot )/kT = − log 2 + h(εtot ),

(91)

define a process on the ideal weight which in the
limit λ → 0 is deterministic with respect to F2 [w]:
p(w|s0 = 0) = δ(w − w0 ),

(93)

0

p(w|s = 1) = (1 − λ)δ(w − w0 )+
λδ(w − w1 ),

(94)

where λ ∈ [0, 1]. Since in our case we have p(s0 =
0) = 1 − ε and p(s0 = 1) = ε we can write the
total distribution of work p(w) as:
p(w) = (1 − λε)δ(w − w0 ) + λεδ(w − w1 ). (95)
Such a thermal operation exists if the Gibbsstochasticity conditions are satisfied. This means
that we must have:
1
,
2(1 − ε)
1
= .
2ε

eβw0 =
(1 − λ)eβw0 + λeβw1

(96)
(97)

Notice now that for an arbitrarily small ε and
an arbitrarily small λ the work value w1 can be
always chosen large enough so that these two
constraints are satisfied. In particular for any
λ, ε > 0 the choice
1
1
1−λ
log
−
β
2λ 2(1 − ε)


w1 =



(98)

leads to a legitimate thermal operation. Direct
calculations in the limit λ → 0 show:

and
Var1 (εtot )
(kT )2
=εtot − log(εtot ) − h(εtot )

hwi2 (ε) = w0 = −kB T [log 2 + log(1 − ε)], (99)
Var2 (ε) = 0.

2
2

+(1 − εtot ) − log(1 − εtot ) − h(εtot ) ,

(92)

where h(x) = −(1 − x) log(1 − x) − x log x. In
the regime of small errors εtot , fluctuations on
the harmonic oscillator battery are smaller compared to the ones on the weight (see Fig. 4). As
indicated above, this range grows with decreasing occupation of the vacuum state, in agreement
with the description of the no-fluctuation case
of the idealised harmonic oscillator battery presented in the previous section. We also observe
that working with an oscillator battery leads to
higher expenditures of work, as hwiosc (0, εtot ) ≤
hwi1 (tot ), with equality for tot = 0 and tot = 1.
Note however that it is not clear that the process (61) minimizes the measure F2 [w] for the
ideal weight. In fact, the following probabilities
Accepted in

(100)

In this way by allowing for larger amounts of work
which occur with respectively smaller probabilities, we can recover deterministic work (with respect to F2 [w]). In fact, in the limit λ → 0, process (93) leads to the same average and variance
of work as the process from Construction 1, with
no vacuum state occupied. Note that, due to the
convexity of the exponential function in (96) we
have hwi2 ≤ hwi1 , so here also a reduction of
fluctuations is obtained at the cost of performing
additional work.
The above shows that one can perform Landauer erasure using the ideal weight battery with
deterministic work (with respect to variance as
the measure of fluctuations). This, however, contrasts with the behaviour we observed for physical
batteries which have a nonzero occupation of the
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4.3 Landauer erasure: generalized model of
fluctuations F [w].
Let us now consider a simple generalization of the
quantifiers we studied in the previous sections, i.e.
we will look at the following quantity:
Z

F [w] :=

dw p(w)f (w − hwi).

(101)

In the above f (x) can be any function which satisfies f (0) = 0. Intuitively, the above describes the
(weighted) average work fluctuations that one is
willing to tolerate in their protocol. In this way
bounding (101) with some constant value c provides a more general description of our willingness to tolerate fluctuations of work depending on
their size. To gain some more intuition consider
the following choice of the cost function f (x):
(

f (x) =

Figure 4: Comparison between different processes performing Landauer erasure on ideal weight and physical
battery, with error tot on a system, stated in terms of (a)
average work hwi and (b) variance of work distribution
Var[w]. On physical battery, a process based on Construction 1 with (70) and (71), whose error εtot stems
entirely from vacuum occupation γ, is characterized by
minimal work cost and maximal fluctuations indicated
by the grey dashed lines. For the nonphysical case of
the vacuum being not occupied, fluctuations can be reduced to zero, at the expense of increasing work cost
(red lines). On the other hand, the same statistics can
be achieved on the ideal weight for the process (93) in
the limit λ → 0. For λ = 1, solid black lines depict minimal possible work expense and corresponding variance
of work distribution on the ideal weight.

ground state (see Theorem 4). In the next section, focusing on processes which we chose here
for illustrative purposes, we show the evidence
suggesting that this discrepancy between battery
models may be extended to a broader class of
fluctuation measures.
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0 if |x| ≤ c,
∞ else.

(102)

This corresponds to the situation of c-bounded
work which we considered in Section 4.1, when
setting c = 0 leads to a deterministic work extraction, with respect to the measure F1 [p(w)].
On the other hand, choosing f (x) = x2 leads to
the variance of the work distribution (see Section
4.2).
We will now again consider the example of approximate Landauer erasure, but now expressing constraints in terms of the function F defined in (101). Our goal here is similar as before:
we would like to check if putting constraints on
the allowed fluctuations of work can lead to any
bounds on the ultimate precision of the Landauer
erasure process. We will again look at the problem first from the perspective of using the ideal
weight as the battery and second using the harmonic oscillator with the ground state.
The ideal weight battery. Let us consider
the approximate Landauer erasure process performed on the weight described by the process
(93). As mentioned before, by allowing larger
amounts of work W1 occurring with respectively
smaller probabilities ελ, we can recover deterministic work (with respect to F2 [p(w)]). This
analysis, however, does not take into account the
size of fluctuations. We should expect that small
fluctuations around the average hwi should not
be as adversarial as the large ones, and similarly
large fluctuations should be more costly to tolerate. Hence we instead put a constraint on the
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average cost of fluctuations:
F [w] ≤ c.

(103)

To focus our attention let us choose an exponential cost function f (x) = e|x| − 1, i.e. we are
going to treat small fluctuations as almost free
and larger ones as significantly more costly. Any
function with exponential or better decay in x
would lead to the same qualitative conclusions.
In this case our constraint (103) becomes:
(1 − λε)eβ(w0 −hwi) + λεeβ(w1 −hwi) ≤ c.

where γ ∈ [0, 1/2]. Applying our Landauer erasure map leads to the following final state on the
system and the battery:
Γosc [τS ⊗ ρW ] = (1 − γ)Γosc [τS ⊗ |1 ih1 |W ]+
γ Γosc [τS ⊗ |0 ih0 |W ]
= (1 − γ)ρS (ε)S ⊗ |0 ih0 |W +
γ

∞
X

Ri01 R00 [τS ] ⊗ |i ihi |W .

i=0

(109)

(104)
Notice that we also have:

Since both λ, ε > 0 this also implies:
λεeβw1 ≤ c eβhwi ≤ c,

(105)

since hwi ≤ 0 which follows by applying Jensen’s
inequality to (96). Let us now look at the Gibbsstochasticity conditions (96). By solving for w0
we can express the second condition as:
λεeβw1

1 − 2ε + ελ
1 − 2ε
=
≥
.
2(1 − ε)
2(1 − ε)

(106)

Combining (105) with (106) leads to the following
bound on ε:
1
c
ε≥ −
.
(107)
2 2(1 − c)
Hence we have a non-trivial bound for all c ∈
[0, 21 ). Importantly, this bound holds for all initial states of the weight battery and states that
its impossible to obtain lower ε for any possible
thermal operation.
Harmonic oscillator battery. Let us now
consider the same transformation but performed
using the harmonic oscillator battery. In the ideal
case when the vacuum state is not occupied the
whole analysis can be performed just as in the
previous section. However, the situation changes
if we start with a non-zero population of the vacuum state. In that case Γosc returns a state with
all levels of the harmonic oscillator battery occupied (though with probability decaying exponentially fast with the energy). Furthermore, occupation of the vacuum induces a proportional error
on the system. In order to find the action on the
system and the total distribution of work p(w)
let us note that our construction assures translational invariance for all energy levels above k = 0.
This means that without loss of generality we can
prepare the battery in the following initial state:
ρW = (1 − γ) |1 ih1 |W + γ |0 ih0 |W ,
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(108)

Ri01 R00 [τS ] =

1 − 2ε
|1ih1|S .
2i+1 (1 − ε)i+1

(110)

To simplify notation let us denote αi :=
tr Ri01 R00 [τS ]. The final state on the system becomes:
ρ0S = trW Γosc [τS ⊗ ρW ]
= (1 − εtot ) |0ih0|S +εtot |1ih1|S ,

(111)

where εtot = ε + γ(1 − ε) is the effective total
error on the system. Hence it is now not only
the channel imperfection but also occupation of
the vacuum which bounds the precision of the
Landauer erasure. The work distribution can be
now computed as:
p(w) = (1 − γ) δ(w + δ) + γ

∞
X

αi δ(w − iδ)

i=0

(112)
The average work hwiosc then becomes:


hwiosc = −δ 1 −

2γ(1 − ε)
1 − 2ε



(113)

In this case our average cost function (103) with
exponential cost f (x) = e|x| becomes:
!

F [p(w)] = (e2βδγ

γ
eβδ
− 1) − e−2βδγ 1 −
2
2 − eβδ
(114)

Notice that if we now choose the smallest possible
δ = kB T log[2(1 − ε)] we obtain an expression
diverging to infinity with ε → 0. This also holds if
we choose a bigger work value, i.e. δ = kB T log 2.
We therefore see that, for a broad class of
fluctuation measures F [p(w)] (101) with f (x) increasing at least exponentially, physical batteries
with occupied vacuum lead to infinite deviations
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from deterministic work. This is in line with our
observation that occupation of the ground state
leads to fluctuations of work which can never be
brought down arbitrarily close to zero. In this
respect the two battery models (the ideal weight
and the harmonic oscillator battery) lead to different thermodynamic predictions in the low energy regime, i.e. when the occupation of the
ground state cannot be ignored.

5 Summary and future work
In classical thermodynamics the existence of a
perfect “work receiver” is a standard and very often implicitly accepted assumption. This is also
the case for many contemporary results in quantum and stochastic thermodynamics (e.g. fluctuation theorems) where work is described by energy changes on the system. In this work we argued towards breaking this paradigmatic assumption and studying a truly physical (i.e. explicit
and bounded ) work storage device, a harmonic
oscillator battery.
We have observed that the effects related to
the ground state of the work-storage device manifest in the Jarzynski fluctuation theorem. We determined the estimates on fluctuations of energy
changes of the battery which replace the standard
fluctuation theorem for the case when the battery
is bounded from below.
Furthermore, using these estimates we derived
corrections to the second law of thermodynamics
and showed that they vanish exponentially fast
with the distance of the initial state of the battery to the bottom of its spectrum. These corrections allow to determine when contributions to
the average energy of the battery can be treated
as average work, hence providing a quantitative
tool to differentiate when the battery operates
accurately and when it acts as an entropy sink.
Notably, mathematical forms of our bounds on
work fluctuactions and average work remain valid
even when coherence is present in the system,
though terms which in the incoherent case refer
to free energy loose this association. As a consequence, the bounds can no longer be used as tools
for assesment of physicality of work. It would be
interesting to see if there is a positive interplay
between quantum effects resulting from the existance of a ground state of the battery and coherence between its energy states, when it comes to
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amount of extractable average work.
The bounds presented here are a step forward
towards understanding to what extent the energy
changes on physical batteries can be treated as
a genuine thermodynamic work. We emphasize
that the deviations from the second law which we
described concern the average work rather than
the work itself, hence they are of completely different character than deviations reported by standard fluctuation theorems. In the regime of translational symmetry these corrections are negligible, hence the shifts on the battery can be treated
as thermodynamic work. This naturally leads to
an important open question: what is work if we
are not using the battery in the translationally invariant regime? Another interesting investigation
in this direction would be to asses the corrections
to the second law in terms of the entropy decrease
of the system and the bath, rather than in terms
of the average work, as we have done in this paper. Furthermore, one can look for saturable upper bounds on the LHS of (26), so that in the
limit k → ∞ the standard Jarzynski identity can
be recovered.
In this work we also laid the first step in answering the fundamental question: how thermodynamic laws and fluctuation relations modify if
we take into account the limitations imposed by
the presence of the lowest energy state of the battery? This question is relevant both in classical
and quantum thermodynamics and is not exclusively related to the resource-theoretic framework
which we use here. In this sense we believe that
the results we present here open the door for deriving more universal corrections that would apply to arbitrary models of work reservoirs, as well
as other frameworks for thermodynamics.
We also showed that the harmonic oscillator
battery model correctly reproduces the amount
of single-shot work of formation, originally introduced using qubit as the battery system in [29].
Not only this allows to study the two seemingly
contradictory notions of single-shot and fluctuating work using a single battery model, but also,
due to Theorem 2, allows to determine when we
can treat deterministic work as a genuine thermodynamic work satisfying the second law of thermodynamics. A natural open question is whether
this result can be extended to the case of work
of distillation, i.e. when work is distilled from a
quantum state and stored in the battery.
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Furthermore, we demonstrated that in the
regime where the population of the battery
ground state cannot be neglected, the ideal
weight battery does not provide a proper description of physical processes. In the presented example of Landauer erasure we showed that there is
a fundamental lower bound on the minimal variance of work distribution that any physical model
of a battery has to satisfy. This bound is violated
for the ideal weight and shows that fluctuations
of thermodynamic work in the low-energy regime
behave significantly different than in the regime
of high energies.
Finally, we showed that physical batteries will
suffer from the existence of the ground state.
This influences our understanding of the notion
of work as well as asks for reformulation of the
whole domain of fluctuation relations whenever
the battery is used in the "close to the vacuum"
regime. However, one may also ask an orthogonal
question of whether physical batteries can offer
any kind of advantage over the ideal weight. This
must necessary happen in a way that this advantage be "larger" than the violation of the second
law as quantified by our correction terms. The
arising advantage could not be then attributed
only to the second law violation but rather would
describe a genuine improvement. This is indeed
not excluded since in our model, by accepting a
weaker notion of translational invariance, we effectively allow for a larger class of operations than
in the case of the ideal weight model.
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Appendices
In this section we characterize in details the thermodynamic formalism used in the main text (Appendix
A) and describe three different battery models used in the literature to define work in the quantum
regime (Appendix B). In Appendix C we prove Theorem 1 and in Appendix D we prove Theorem 2.
In Appendix E we formally derive the properties of the map Γosc .

A Thermodynamic framework
A.1 Thermal operations
The setting of thermal operations consists of a system S with Hamiltonian HS that we would like to
apply transformations on, an infinite heat bath B with Hamiltonian HB , initially in a Gibbs state
τB = Z1B e−βHB where ZB is the partition function ZB = tr e−βHB , and a battery system W with
Hamiltonian HW which we do not define yet. Any joint transformation of the system S, bath B and
weight W in this framework can be represented by a completely positive trace-preserving (CPTP)
channel ΓSBW satisfying the following conditions (see [9, 10, 27, 31] for a more detailed discussion):
(A) Postulate I (strict energy conservation)
[U, HS + HW + HB ] = 0.

(115)

This implies that the energy of the joint system SBW is conserved at each time of the action of
ΓSBW .
(B) Postulate II (microscopic reversibility)
The joint transformation of the system, bath and battery is unitary.
unitary operator
U:

Thus, there exists a

HS ⊗ HW ⊗ HB → HS ⊗ HW ⊗ HB ,

such that:
ΓSWB [ρSWB ] = U ρSWB U † ,

(116)

where U U † = 1SWB and HA denotes the Hilbert space associated with system A. In other
words, ΓSWB has control over all microscopic degrees of freedom of the joint system SWB and no
information is dumped into the environment.
(C) Postulate III (definition of work)
Before and after applying the global map ΓSWB the energy of the battery is measured obtaining outcomes |k iW and |k + wiW respectively. The thermodynamic work w is a random
variable with probability distribution given by:
p(w) =

X

tr [Πk ΓSWB [Πk ρSW Πk ⊗ τB ]] ,

(117)

k

where Πk = 1S ⊗ |k ihk |W ⊗ 1B are projectors onto the energy eigenstates of the battery W.
Thermal operations can be extended to the case when the Hamiltonian changes. This is done by
adding an ancillary qubit system C with a trivial Hamiltonian HC = 0 called the switch. The total
Hamiltonian then reads:
H = HS ⊗ |0ih0|C + HS0 ⊗ |1ih1|C + HW + HB .
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Let us now see what the first postulate implies for this model. Let V be the global unitary which acts
on SBW and also on the system C, i.e.:
V = U ⊗ |1ih0|C + U 0 ⊗ |0ih1|C

(119)

We also assume that the switch always starts in the state |0ih0|C and ends up in the state |1ih1|C . The
new unitary V then performs the switching as:
V (ρSWB ⊗ |0ih0|C )V † = ρ0SWB ⊗ |1ih1|C ,

(120)

for any ρSWB . The first postulate then implies:
U (HS + HW + HB ) = (HS + HW + HB )U

(121)

Effectively this means that the reduced state on the system, bath and the battery is as in (116), but
the unitary U does not necessarily commute with the initial nor final Hamiltonians but satisfies (121).
In what follows we will be interested in the joint dynamics of the system and the battery and thus the
transformations we consider here are CPTP channels of the form:
ΓSW [ρSW ] = trB ΓSWB [ρSW ⊗ τB ] .

(122)

We will refer to any ΓSW of the above form as a thermal operation (TP). It is important to note that
the channel ΓSW provides only partial information about the action of ΓSWB , but for our purposes this
is enough since we are ultimately interested in the work distribution p(w). In this paper we consider
processes where the input and output states of SW are both diagonal in the energy eigenbasis of the
joint Hamiltonian HSBW . For such states the action of ΓSW can be fully encoded in a stochastic matrix
R with elements 0 ≤ r(s0 k 0 |sk) ≤ 1 defined via:
h

i

ΓSW |sihs|S ⊗ |k ihk |W =

X

r(s0 k 0 |sk) s0 s0

S

⊗ |k0 ihk0 |W .

(123)

s0 ,k0

Due to postulates (I-III) matrix elements r(s0 k 0 |sk) must satisfy certain conditions in order to describe
P
a valid thermal operation which takes a diagonal state ρSW = s,k p(s, k) |sihs|S ⊗ |k ihk |W to some
P
other diagonal state σSW = s,k q(s, k) |sihs|S ⊗ |k ihk |W . These constraints are:
Thermal operations
∀s0 ,k0

X

p(s, k) r(s0 k 0 |sk) = q(s0 , k 0 ),

(124)

r(s0 k 0 |sk)e−β(k −k0 +Es −Ees0 ) = 1

(125)

r(s0 k 0 |sk) = 1,

(126)

r(s0 k 0 |sk) ≥ 0,

(127)

s,k

∀s0 ,k0

X
s,k

∀s,k

X
s0 ,k0

∀s0 ,k0 ,s,k

e 0 are the energies
where i are the energies of the battery W associated with states |iihi|W and Es and E
s
associated with the system states for the initial and final Hamiltonian on S respectively. Condition
(124) implies that the stochastic map ΓSW is able to create state σS from ρS and condition (125) ensures
P
that the fixed point of the map is the joint Gibbs state τS ⊗τW = (ZS ZW )−1 · s,k e−β(k +Es ) . Conditions
(126) and (127) ensure that R is a stochastic matrix and thus ΓSW is a CPTP channel. It turns out (see
[69]) that the constraints from (124−127) can be satisfied by a suitably chosen stochastic matrix R if
and only if the state ρSW thermomajorizes σSW , denoted by ρSW T σSW . Thermomajorization allows
to determine which state transformations are possible in terms of thermal operations. The following
definition was originally introduced in [30] and presented as thermomajorization in [29]:
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Definition 1 (thermomajorization). Let ρ and σ be two quantum states block-diagonal in the energy
eigenbasis and let dim ρ = dim σ = d. The order relation of thermomajorization, denoted by T , is
defined as:
ρ T σ ⇐⇒ ∀k

k
X
i=0

pi
e−βEi

≥

k
X
i=0

qi
,
−βE
i
e

where pi and qi are eigenvalues of ρ and σ, respectively, reordered such that
q1
q2
qd
and e−βE
, and Ei denotes the i-th energy eigenvalue.
≥ e−βE
. . . e−βE
1
2
d

(128)
p1
e−βE1

≥

p2
e−βE2

pd
. . . e−βE
d

Thus, if the spectrum of the state σSW is thermomajorized by the spectrum of ρSW then there always
exists a stochastic matrix R with elements r(s0 k 0 |sk) that satisfy (124−127) and it follows, due to [29],
that for diagonal states there always exists a thermal operation with work ΓSW that performs this
transformation.

A.2 The average work and work variance
Let us now study the work required to perform a given process ΓSW , transforming
P state ρSW into another state σSW . Consider the input state of the system and battery to be ρSW = s,k pSW (s, k) |sihs|S ⊗
|k ihk |SW . The average work hwi associated with process ΓSW can be calculated explicitly as:
hwi = tr [HW (ΓSW [ρSW ] − ρSW )]
h

i
X


=
pSW (s, k) tr HW ΓSW |sihs|S ⊗ |k ihk |W − |sihs|S ⊗ |k ihk |W
s,k
(∗)

=

X

pSW (s, k)

=

r(s0 k 0 |sk)k0 − k

i

s0 ,k0

s,k
(∗∗)

hX

XX

pSW (s, k) r(s0 k 0 |sk)wkk0 .

(129)

s0 ,k0 s,k

where in line (∗) we used HW |k iW = k |k iW and in line (∗∗) we labeled the energy difference
associated with battery states |k iW and |k0 iW by wkk0 = k0 − k . A negative value of this quantity
corresponds to a work cost (energy of the battery decreases), while positive to a work gain (energy of
the battery increases).
Analogously, for a given work distribution we define its variance as
XX

Var(w) =

pSW (s, k) r(s0 k 0 |sk)(wkk0 − hwi)2 .

(130)

s0 ,k0 w

B Thermodynamic batteries
B.1 Wit as the battery system
The first model of a battery in the framework of thermal operations was introduced by Horodecki and
Oppenheim in [29] who considered the battery to be a two-level system (called by them a wit) with
Hamiltonian HW = δ · |1ih1|W . This allowed them to define a notion of deterministic work (see also
[70]) as the energy difference between the ground state and the excited state of the wit. In this way
TO’s assisted with a wit battery take the form:
Γwit [ρS ⊗ |iihi|W ] = σS ⊗ |jihj|W ,

(131)

where (i, j) = (0, 1) when the transformation stores work in the battery (distillation) or (i, j) =
(1, 0) when the transformation consumes work (formation). The deterministic work of transition,
denoted here by wdet , is defined to be the maximal (distillation) or minimal (formation) value of
energy separation δ for which the input state thermomajorizes the output state, i.e.:
ρS ⊗ |iihi|W T σS ⊗ |jihj|W .
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For distillation wdet yields the maximal amount of work that we are guaranteed to extract from the
state ρ by converting it into another state σ. For formation wdet gives the least amount of work
that has to be supplied to guarantee the transition from ρ to σ. This can be further generalized to
cases where one allows the transformation to fail with some error probability ε. This is equivalent to
transforming the input into a state σε which is at most ε-close to the desired output state σ according
to the trace distance metric, i.e.: kσ − σε k1 ≤ ε. Let us now denote Bε (ρ) = {ρ0 : kρ0 − ρk1 ≤ ε}.
When we take the input state to be a thermal state τ then the associated deterministic work is called
work of formation and is equal to [29]:
wFε (ρ) = 0 min
ε

Fmax (ρ0 ) − F (τ ) ,



ρ ∈B (ρ)



(133)

where Fmax (ρ) = kT log min {λ : ρ ≤ λτ } and the minimum is taken over all states ρ0 that are ε-close
to ρ. For the case when the output state is a thermal state one defines the work of distillation as:
ε
wD
(ρ) = 0max F (τ ) − Fmin (ρ0 )





ρ ∈B(ρ)

(134)

where Fmin (ρ) = −kB T log i h(ε, Ei ) e−βEi and Ei is the system’s energy with h(ε, Ei ) ∈ {0, 1} is a
smoothed binary indicator function, see [29] for details. In the classical limit (obtained by considering
ε (ρ) converge to the
infinitely many identical copies of ρ and ε going to zero) both wFε (ρ) and wD
difference in standard free energies F (ρ) = tr(Hρ) − T S(ρ), where S(ρ) is the ordinary von Neuman
entropy of state ρ.
P

B.2 Ideal weight as the battery system
Recent works [9, 10, 24] have
proposed a different model of a thermodynamic battery: an ideal weight
R
with Hamiltonian HW = R dx x |xihx|W , where the basis is formed from orthonormal states {|xiW , x ∈
R} representing position on the weight. Thermal operations acting on system S and the ideal weight
are given by a CPTP map defined as in (116) but with the additional assumption that the global
unitary U commutes with translations on the weight as in (9). This ensures that the weight cannot
be used as an entropy dump, i.e. the entropy of the system S and heat bath B can never decrease
by applying this type of transformation. Formally, translational invariance implies that any map
ΓSBW Rreduced to the system and bath ΓSB [·] = trW ΓSBW [(·) ⊗ ρW ] for any initial state of the weight
∞
ρW = −∞
pW (x) |xihx|W d x, can be written as a mixture of unitaries {ux } [27]:
ΓSB [·] =

X

pW (x)ux (·)u†x ,

(135)

x

where the unitaries depend only on the global unitary U and not on the state ρW . Such a mixture
cannot decrease the entropy of the system and the bath (but can increase them). In this way the
energy difference of the battery may be associated solely with the work exerted by (or extracted from)
system S.

B.3 Harmonic oscillator as the battery system
Let us now describe a battery model which will be studied further in the next appendices. The battery’s
P
Hamiltonian is taken to be HW = N
k=0 k |k ihk |W , where k = k δ with a fixed energy gap δ and N
is the battery dimension. The basis is formed from orthonormal states {|k iW | 0 ≤ k ≤ N, k = k δ}
representing the number of fundamental quanta of energy stored in the battery. Thermal operations
acting on this battery again have the form from (116), however now we put an additional assumption
that the effective (i.e. transformation reduced to the system and the battery) transformation arising
from the unitary U almost commutes with translations on the battery, i.e. commutes with shifts on
the battery for all states of the battery above a certain threshold energy min . Formally this means
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that for all possible transitions, that is for all values of s, s0 and all values of k, k 0 such that k ≥ kmin
the map ΓSW satisfies:
h

i

ΓSW , idS ⊗ ∆†n [·]∆n [ρSW ] = 0,

(136)

for all states of the battery above the threshold energy min , i.e. ∀ ρSW s.t. tr[(1S ⊗ Π )ρSW ] = 0 for
 ≥ min . We will refer to (136) as the effective translational invariance (ETI) property. The following
lemma relates this property with transition probabilities {r(s0 k 0 |sk)}:
Lemma 1. The ETI (136) implies that the channel probabilites {r(s0 k 0 |sk)} for all s, s0 , k 0 and all k
such that kmin ≤ k ≤ N satisfy:
r(s0 k 0 |sk) = r(s0 , n + k 0 |s, n + k),

(137)

for all n such that 0 ≤ n + k ≤ N and kmin ≤ n + k 0 ≤ N .
Proof. Consider taking in (136) ρSW = |sihs|S ⊗ |k ihk |W where s can be any eigenstate of the system
S and k ≥ kmin . We have:




0 = ΓSW [|sihs|S ⊗ ∆†n |k ihk |W ∆n ] − idS ⊗ ∆†n ΓSW [|sihs|S ⊗ |k ihk |W ] (idS ⊗ ∆n )


(138)



= ΓSW [|sihs|S ⊗ |k+n ihk+n |W ] − idS ⊗ ∆†n ΓSW [|sihs|S ⊗ |k ihk |W ] (idS ⊗ ∆n )




= (idS ⊗ ∆n ) ΓSW [|sihs|S ⊗ |k+n ihk+n |W ] idS ⊗ ∆†n −








idS ⊗ ∆n ∆†n ΓSW [|sihs|S ⊗ |k ihk |W ] idS ⊗ ∆n ∆†n ,

where in the last two lines we applied the shift operator idS ⊗ ∆n on both sides of the equation.
Consider now the following relation:
∆n ∆†n |k0 iW = ∆n |k0 +n i = |k0 i ,

(139)

which holds since kmin ≤ n + k 0 ≤ N . Let us now project the last line in (138) onto |s0 iS ⊗ |k0 iW for
kmin ≤ n + k 0 ≤ N and arbitrary s0 . We have:
s0

⊗ hk0 +n |W ΓSW [|sihs|S ⊗ |k+n ihk+n |W ] s0


S

s

0



S

⊗ |k0 +n iW =



S

⊗ hk0 |W ΓSW [|sihs|S ⊗ |k ihk |W ] s

0

(140)


S

⊗ |k0 iW ,

where we used (139). Finally, using the relation between the transition probabilities {r(s0 k 0 |sk)} and
the map ΓSW defined in (17) we arrive at:
r(s0 k 0 |sk) = r(s0 , k 0 + n|s, k + n)

(141)

which holds for all s, s0 and k, k 0 , n satisfying 0 ≤ k + n ≤ N and kmin ≤ k 0 + n ≤ N .

C Proof of Theorem 1
Let us start by defining a random variable:
fs := Es + kB T log pS (s)

(142)

occuring with probability pS (s) and whose average is the free energy of a system in state ρS =
P
s pS (s) |sihs|S , i.e.
hfs i =

X

pS (s) [Es + kB T log pS (s)] = F (ρS )

(143)

s
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Now consider the following average:
heβ(fs0 −fs +w) i =

p(s, s0 , w) eβ(fs0 −fs +w) .

X

(144)

s,s0 ,w

We can compute the distribution p(s, s0 , w) explicitly from the map ΓSW (see Postulate III in Appendix
A) and write it using transition probabilities {r(s0 k 0 |sk)} in the following way:
p(s, s0 , w) = pS (s) p(s0 w|s) =

X

pW (k) pS (s) r(s0 k 0 |sk) δw,wkk0 ,

(145)

k,k0

where we defined wkk0 := k0 − k . We also define an analogous average quantity conditioned on the
battery eigenstate |k iW , i.e.:
heβ(fs0 −fs +wkk0 ) ik :=

pS (s) r(s0 k 0 |sk)eβ(fs0 −fs +wkk0 ) .

X

(146)

s,s0 ,k0

This allows us to write (144) as:
heβ(fs0 −fs +w) i =

X

pW (k)heβ(fs0 −fs +wkk0 ) ik δw,wkk0

k

We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.
Proof. We start by rewritting:
heβ(fs0 −fs +wkk0 ) ik =

X

pS (s0 ) h(s0 , k),

(147)

s0

where we labeled h(s0 , k) =

P

s,k0

r(s0 k 0 |sk)eβ(Ees0−Es +wkk0 ) . It will be also convenient to introduce:
gs0 (k 0 |k) :=

X

eβ(Es0 −Es ) r(s0 k 0 |sk).
e

(148)

s

Notice that for each k ≥ kmin we can rewrite h(s0 , k) as:
h(s0 , k) =

N −k
Xmin
k0 =0

=

N −k
Xmin

N
X

gs0 (k 0 |k)eβ(k0 −k ) +

gs0 (k 0 |k)eβ(k0 −k )

k0 =N −kmin +1
0

β(k0 −k )

g (k |k)e
s0

k0 =0

+

kX
min

gs0 (N − k + i|kmin )eβ(N −k+i −min ) ,

i=1

where in the last equation we changed the summation index to i = k 0 − N + kmin and used the ETI
property (137) with n = kmin − k. Using again (137) and the Gibbs-preserving conditions (125) we
can rewrite the first sum in the above equality as:
N −k
Xmin

gs0 (k 0 |k)eβ(k0 −k ) =

k0 =0

=

N −k
Xmin
k0 =0
N
X

gs0 (N − k|N − k 0 )eβ(k0 −k )
gs0 (N − k|l0 )eβ(N −l0 −k )

l0 =kmin

=1−

kmin
X−1

gs0 (N − k|l)eβ(N −k −l )

l=0

= 1 − As0 (N − k),
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where we labelled As0 (x) :=
get:
As0 (N − k) +

Pkmin −1
l=0

N
−1
X

gs0 (x|l) eβ(x −l ) . Using the condition (125) with k 0 = N − k we

gs0 (N − k|l)eβ(N −k −l ) + gs0 (N − k|N )eβ(N −k −N ) = 1.

(150)

l=kmin

On the other hand for k 0 = N − k + 1 we get:
N
X

As0 (N − k + 1) + gs0 (N − k + 1|kmin ) eβ(N −k+1 −min ) +

gs0 (N − k + 1|l)eβ(N −k+1 −l ) = 1.

l=kmin +1

(151)
Notice that due to the ETI property we also have:
N
X

gs0 (N − k + 1|l)eβ(N −k+1 −l ) =

N
−1
X

gs0 (N − k|l)eβ(N −k −l ) ,

(152)

l=kmin

l=kmin +1

Combining (150) with (151) and the last equation yields:
As0 (N − k) =As0 (N − k + 1) + gs0 (N − k + 1|kmin )eβ(N −k+1 −min ) − gs0 (N − k|N )eβ(N −k −N ) .
We now repeat this step kmin times to express As0 (N − k) using As0 (N − k + kmin ), i.e.
As0 (N − k) =As0 (N − k + kmin ) +

kX
min

gs0 (N − k + i|kmin )eβ(N −k+i −min ) −

(153)

i=1
kmin
X−1

gs0 (N − k + i|N )eβ(N −k+i −N ) .

i=0

Notice now that the first sum on the RHS of (153) appears exactly in (149). This allows to write for
all k ≥ kmin :
h(s0 , k) = 1 +
=1+
=1+

kmin
X−1
i=0
kmin
X−1

gs0 (N − k + i|N )eβ(N −k+i −N ) − As0 (N − k + kmin )
gs0 (N − k + i|N )eβ(N −k+i −N ) −

i=0
kmin
X−1 h

kmin
X−1

(154)

gs0 (N − k + kmin |i)eβ(N −k+kmin −i ) (155)

i=0

gs0 (N − k + i|N )eβ(i −k ) − gs0 (N − k + kmin |i)eβ(N −k+kmin −i )

i

(156)

i=0

≤ 1 + e−βk ·
≤ 1 + e−βk e

kmin
X−1 h

gs0 (N − k + i|N )eβi

i=0
β(kmin −δ)

i

(157)

gs0 (N − (k − kmin )|N )

(158)

Where the first inequality follows since gs0 (k 0 |k) are positive. The last inequality follows since we are
looking for a bound which holds for all Gibbs-preserving channels and hence we have to choose the
worst-case set of transition probabilities {r(s0 k 0 |sk)}. Due to the stochasticity of the channel which
P
implies that for all s, k we have s0 ,k0 r(s0 k 0 |sk) = 1 w.l.o.g we can choose a probability distribution
which maximizes the sum in (157). The maximal value of the sum is achieved when the total probability
mass is placed in the transition corresponding to output level i with the largest value of eβi (i.e.
i = kmin − 1). This also means that we have:
∀ s, k

X
s0 ,k0
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X

r(s0 , N − (k − kmin )|s, N ) = 1.
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Let us denote q(s0 |s) := r(s0 , N − (k − kmin )|s, N ) which due to (159) satisfies s0 q(s0 |s) = 1 for each
s. Using now (148) and defining δk := k − min + δ = δ(k − kmin + 1) we can further rewrite the bound
for h(s0 , k) as:
P

h(s0 , k) ≤ 1 + e−βδk

∀k≥kmin

X

eβ(Es0 −Es ) r(s0 , N − (k − kmin )|s, N )

(160)

e

s

e X −βEs
e
q(s0 |s).

= 1 + e−βδk eβ Es0

(161)

s

Writing above expression explicitly using the definition of h(s0 , k) from below (147) we get:
∀ s0 , ∀ k ≥ kmin

X

e X −βEs
e
q(s0 |s)

r(s0 k 0 |sk)eβ(Es0−Es +wkk0 ) ≤ 1 + e−βδk eβ Es0
e

(162)

s

s,k0

Let us now multiply both sides of (162) by a factor e−β Ees0 and sum over s0 . This leads to:
!
X

∀ k ≥ kmin

0 0

β(wkk0 −fs )

pS (s) r(s k |sk)e

≤ ZS0 + e

−βδk

X

−βEs

e

s

s,s0 ,k0

X

0

q(s |s)





(163)

s0

= ZS0 1 + e−βδk ,

(164)

where ZS0 is the partition function of the final Hamiltonian on S. Let us now denote the conditional
P
probability distribution p(s, k 0 |k) := s0 pS (s) r(s0 k 0 |sk). This allows us to write:
∀ k ≥ kmin

X





p(s, k 0 |k)eβ(wkk0 −fs ) = heβ(wkk0 −fs ) ik ≤ ZS0 1 + e−βδk ,

(165)

s,k0

where averaging h·ik is over random variables fs and wkk0 for a given k and can be obtained by setting
fs0 = 0 in (146). This proves the Theorem. Notice further that we prove the inequality by choosing
a particular subset of feasible transition probabilities {r(s0 k 0 |sk)} and hence the above bound can be
saturated.
It turns out that a more refined version of Theorem 1 will be useful when proving Theorem 2. Let
us return to the expression (147). For all k ≥ kmin we have:
heβ(fs0 −fs +wkk0 ) ik =

X

pS (s0 ) h(s0 , k) ≤ 1 + e−βδk

s0

X

pS (s0 )q(s0 |s)eβ(Es0 −Es )
e

max

≤ 1 + e−βδk e−βES0 ZS
= 1 + ηS e
max

where ηS := ZS eβES0

(166)

s,s0

−βδk

,

(167)
(168)

e 0 . We will use this expression when proving Theorem 2.
and ESmax
:= maxs0 E
0
s

D Proof of Theorem 2
In this section we present the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof. The average work hwi can be written as:
hwi =

X
w
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where we labeled:
X X

hwivac :=

pW (k) p(w|k) · w,

(170)

pW (k) p(w|k) · w

(171)

w k<kmin

X X

hwiinv :=

w k≥kmin

We can further write this using transition probabilities {r(s0 k 0 |sk)} as:
hwivac =

kmin
X−1

pW (k) pS (s) r(s0 k 0 |sk) wkk0 ,

X

(172)

k=0 s,s0 ,k0

and similarily for hwiinv . The transition probabilities {r(s0 k 0 |sk)} satisfy Gibbs-preserving conditions
(125), i.e. r(s0 k 0 |sk) ≤ e−β(k0 −k ) e−β(Ees0 −Es ) . This implies:
X

pS (s) r(s0 k 0 |sk) ≤

X

max

pS (s) e−βwkk0 e−β(Es0 −Es ) = eβES0 e−βwkk0 ZS = ηS e−βwkk0 ,
e

(173)

s,s0

s,s0

Plugging this into our expression for hwivac gives:
hwivac ≤ ηS ·

kmin
N
X−1 X

= −ηS ·

pW (k) e−β(k0 −k ) · (k0 − k )

k=0 k0 =0
kmin
X−1

∂
pW (k) ·
∂β

k=0



N
X

!
−β(k0 −k )

e

k0 =0



kX
−1
∂  min
pW (k) 
= −ηS
∂β
gW (k)
k=0

(174)

Consider now the second term from (169):
N
X

hwiinv =

X

pW (k) pS (s) r(s0 k 0 |sk) wkk0 .

k=kmin s,s0 ,k0

Notice that for k ≥ kmin we satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1. Thus, multiplying (166) by pW (k)
and summing over k ≥ kmin we obtain the following bound:
N
X

X

0 0

pW (k)pS (s)r(s k |sk)e

β(fs0 −fs +wkk0 )

≤ 1 + ηS

k=kmin s,s0 ,k0

N
X

!

pW (k)e

−βδk

.

(175)

k=kmin

Using the convexity of the exponential function, taking the logarithm of both sides of (175) and using
the definition of Bβ (ρ) from the theorem we find:
Bβ (ρW ) ≥

N
X

X

pS (s)pW (k)r(s0 k 0 |sk)(fs0 −fs +wkk0 )

k=kmin s,s0 ,k0

=

N
X

X

pS (s)pW (k)r(s0 k 0 |sk)(fs0 −fs ) + hwiinv

k=kmin s,s0 ,k0

= ∆FS −
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where we used:
pS (s)pW (k)r(s0 k 0 |sk)(fs0 − fs ).

X

∆FS =

(176)

s,k,s0 ,k0

Notice now that we have the following bound:
kmin
X−1

X

k=0

s,s0 ,k0

kmin
X−1 X

pS (s)pW (k)r(s0 k 0 |sk)fs0 ≤

pW (k)r(s0 |k)fs0

k=0



≤

kmin
X−1



pW (k) max
fs0
0

=

(178)

s

k=0



(177)

s0

kmin
X−1



pW (k) ESmax
.
0

(179)

k=0

On the other hand we also have:


kmin
X−1

X

k=0

s,s0 ,k0

where we used the fact that
and (180) gives:

kmin
X−1

pS (s)pW (k)r(s0 k 0 |sk)fs = F (ρS ) · 



pW (k) ,

(180)

k=0

r(s0 k 0 |sk) = 1 for all s, k and F (ρS ) =

P

s0 ,k0



kmin
X−1

hwiinv ≤ − ∆FS + Bβ (ρW ) + 

P

s pS (s)fs .

Combining (179)



pW (k) · (ESmax
− F (ρS )).
0

(181)

k=0

The theorem is proven by combining bounds (174) and (181).
P

Proof of Corrolary 1. Let us denote the populations by: x< =
k<kmin pW (k), x> =
P
p
(k),
and
1
−
x
=
p
(k),
such
that
x
+
x
=
x
is
the
occupation
of the battery
∗
∗
>
<
W
W
kmin ≤k<k
k≥k
below the energy cut-off ∗ = k∗ δ. By rewriting (174), we obtain

P

hwivac ≤ ηS

kmin
N
X−1 X
k=0

with ZW =

PN

k0 =0 e



pW (k) e−β(k0 −k ) · (k0 − k ) = ηS ZW 

k0 =0

−βk0



kmin
X−1

pW (k)eβk (hEiβ − k ) ,

(182)

k=0
−1
and hEiβ = ZW

PN

k0 =0 e

−βk0  0 .
k

We see that (182) is upper bounded by

hwivac ≤ x< · ηS ZW eβ(kmin −1)x hEiβ ≤ ηS ZW x eβmin hEiβ .

(183)

On the other hand notice that the free energy difference hfs0 − fs ivac can be upper bounded as:


kX
min

hfs0 − fs ivac ≤ 





pW (k) · (ESmax
− FS ) ≤ x ESmax
+
0
0

k=0

1
log dS .
β


(184)

Combining the last two expressions yields an upper-bound for Aβ (ρW , ρS ):


Aβ (ρW , ρS ) ≤ x ηS ZW eβmin hEiβ + ESmax
+
0


1
log dS
β

(185)

Furthermore, the correction stemming from the distance to the vacuum regime can be rewritten as
h

βBβ (ρW ) ≤ log 1 + ηS

∗ −1
kX

−βδ(k−kmin +1)

pW (k)e

k=kmin

+ ηS

N
X

pW (k)e−βδ(k−kmin +1)

(186)

k=k∗



≤ ηS x> eβ∆ + (1 − x)e−βδ(k

∗ −k
min +1)



≤ ηS xe−βδ + e−βD ,
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with D := δ(k ∗ −kmin ). In the limit N → ∞, we have ZW = (1−e−βδ )−1 and hEiβ = δ·e−βδ (1−e−βδ )−1 .
max
Therefore, combining bounds (185) with (188), together with ηS ≤ dS eβES0 , allows us to find the
following bound:
hwi ≤ −∆FS + C(∗ ),
(189)
with:
C(∗ ) = x(∗ ) cS e

−βδ

1
δeβmin
+
β (1 − e−βδ )2

!

!

cS
1
+ log cS + e−βD(∗ ) ,
β
β

(190)

max

where cS := dS eβES0 . We also explicitly marked the dependence of D(∗ ) and δ(∗ ) on a selection of
threshold energy ∗ for a given initial state of the battery.

E Properties of the map Γosc
E.0.1

The extended map is a thermal operation

In this section we show that the map defined via Construction 1 is a valid thermal operation. This is
equivalent to showing that Γosc preserves the Gibbs state, i.e. Γosc [τS ⊗ τW ] = τS ⊗ τW . Let us begin
by taking an arbitrary thermal operation Γwit acting on the wit. Its action in terms of subchannels
{Rkk0 } can be written as:
Γwit [ρS ⊗ ρW ] =

N
=1
X

pW (k) Rkk0 (ρS ) ⊗ |k0 ihk0 |W .

(191)

k,k0

Since by the assumption Γwit preserves the Gibbs state we can write:
R00 (τS ) + e−βδ R10 (τS ) = τS ,
R01 (τS ) + e

−βδ

(192)

−βδ

R11 (τS ) = e

τS .

(193)

To show that the map Γosc is a valid thermal operation we will first consider a finite-dimensional
harmonic oscillator battery (i.e. we additionally specify the action of the map on the highest energy
e osc , is a thermal operation for all N . We will
level N ) and show that this completed map, denoted Γ
then take the limit N → ∞ and show that in this limit the completed map is indistinguishable from
the map described via Construction 1 in the main text.
Let us consider a finite dimensional harmonic oscillator battery with Hamiltonian:
HW =

N
X

k |k ihk |W ,

(194)

k=0

where as before k = kδ.
e osc as:
(a) Gibbs-preserving property. We define the completed map Γ

ρS ⊗ |0 ih0 |W →

N
−1
X

0

R00 Rk01 (ρS ) ⊗ |k0 ihk0 |W + RN
01 (ρS ) ⊗ |N ihN |W ,

(195)

k0 =0

ρS ⊗ |k ihk |W → R10 (ρS ) ⊗ |k−1 ihk−1 |W +

N
−1
X

0

R00 Rk01−k R11 (ρS ) ⊗ |k0 ihk0 |W +

(196)

k0 =k
−k
RN
01 R11 (ρS ) ⊗ |N ihN |W ,

ρS ⊗ |N ihN |W → R10 (ρS ) ⊗ |N −1 ihN −1 |W + R11 (ρS ) ⊗ |N ihN |W
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e osc to the Gibbs state τS ⊗ τW and look at a
where 0 < k < N . Let us now apply the extended map Γ
single energy level |k0 ihk0 |W of the battery, i.e:

For k 0 = 0 we have:
h

i

e osc (τS ⊗ τW ) (1S ⊗ |0 ih0 | ) = gW (0) R00 + gW (1)R10 (τS ) = gW (0)τS . (199)
trW (1S ⊗ |0 ih0 |W ) Γ
W

For 0 < k 0 < N we have:
h

i

e osc (τS ⊗ τW ) (1S ⊗ | 0 ih 0 | ) =
trW (1S ⊗ |k0 ihk0 |W ) Γ
k
k W

(200)

0

=

0
gW (0) R00 Rk01 (τS )

+

k
X

0

gW (k) R00 Rk01−k R11 (τS ) + gW (k 0 + 1)R10 (τS )

(201)

k=1
0

=

0
gW (0)R00 Rk01−1

h

−βδ

R01 (τS ) + e

i

R11 (τS ) +

k
X

0

gW (k) R00 Rk01−k R11 (τS ) + gW (k 0 + 1)R10 (τS )

k=2

(202)
=

0

. . . repeat (k − 1) times . . .

(203)
0

h

k
X

i

= gW (k 0 − 1)R00 R01 (τS ) + e−βδ R11 (τS ) +

0

gW (k) R00 Rk01−k R11 (τS ) + gW (k 0 + 1)R10 (τS )

k=k0

(204)
= gW (k 0 )R00 (τS ) + gW (k 0 + 1)R10 (τS )
h

= gW (k 0 ) R00 (τS ) + e−β∆ R10 (τS )

(205)

i

(206)

= gW (k 0 )τS .

(207)

For k 0 = N we have:
h

e osc (τS ⊗ τW ) (1S ⊗ |N ihN | )
trW (1S ⊗ |N ihN |W )Γ
W

= gW (0)RN
01 (τS ) +

N
X

i

(208)

−k
gW (k)RN
01 R11 (τS )

(209)

k=1

h

i

−1
= gW (0)RN
R01 (τS ) + e−βδ R11 (τS ) +
01

N
X

−k
gW (k)RN
01 R11 (τS )

(210)

k=2
N −1
= gW (1)R01
(τS ) +

N
X

−k
gW (k)RN
01 R11 (τS )

(211)

k=2

=

. . . repeat (N − 1) times . . .

= gW (N − 1)R01 (τS ) + gW (N )R11 (τS )

(212)

= gW (N )τS .
The total state of the system and the battery is then given by:
e osc [τS ⊗ τW ] =
Γ

N
X

gW (k 0 )τS ⊗ τW = τS ⊗ τW .

(213)

k0 =0

(b) Trace-preserving property It can be also checked that the map Γosc is trace preserving
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since Γwit is trace preserving, i.e. for any ρS we have:
tr R00 [ρS ] + tr R01 [ρS ] = tr ρS ,

(214)

tr R10 [ρS ] + tr R11 [ρS ] = tr ρS .

(215)

Hence for k = 0 we have:
e osc [ρS ⊗ |0 ih0 |] =
tr Γ

N
−1
X

0

tr R00 Rk01 (ρS ) + tr RN
01 (ρS )

(216)

k0 =0
−1
N
= tr R00 (ρS ) + tr R00 R01 (ρS ) + . . . + tr R00 RN
01 (ρS ) + tr R01 (ρS )

(217)

−2
= tr R00 (ρS ) + tr R00 R01 (ρS ) + . . . + tr RN
01 (ρS )

(218)

=

. . . repeat (N − 1) times . . .

(219)

= tr R00 (ρS ) + tr R01 (ρS )

(220)

= tr ρS .

(221)

For 0 < k < N we have:
e osc [ρS ⊗ | ih |] = tr R10 (ρS ) +
tr Γ
k k

N
−1
X

0

−k
tr R00 Rk01−k R11 (ρS ) + tr RN
01 R11 (ρS )

(222)

k0 =k
−k−1
−k
= tr R10 (ρS ) + tr R00 R11 (ρS ) + R00 R01 R11 (ρS ) + . . . + tr R00 RN
R11 (ρS ) tr RN
01
01 R11 (ρS )
(223)
−k−1
= tr R10 (ρS ) + tr R00 R11 (ρS ) + R00 R01 R11 (ρS ) + . . . + tr RN
R11 (ρS )
01

=

. . . repeat (N − k − 1) times . . .

(224)
(225)

= tr R10 (ρS ) + tr R11 (ρS )

(226)

= tr ρS .

(227)

For k = N we have:
e osc [ρS ⊗ |N ihN |] = tr R10 (ρS ) + R11 (ρS ) = tr ρS .
tr Γ

(228)

e osc is trace-preserving which completes the proof that it is a valid thermal operation.
Hence Γ
e osc . Notice that due to (193)
Let us now take the limit N → ∞ and study the action of the map Γ
N
e osc
for all positive δ we have that R01 (ρS ) → 0 for N → ∞ for all ρS . Hence in the limit the map Γ
becomes:

ρS ⊗ |0 ih0 |W →

∞
X

R00 Ri01 (ρS ) ⊗ |i ihi |W ,

(229)

i=0

ρS ⊗ |k ihk |W → R10 (ρS ) ⊗ |k−1 ihk−1 |W +

∞
X

R00 Ri01 R11 (ρS ) ⊗ |i+k ihi+k |W ,

(230)

i=0

where 0 < k < ∞, and hence it is indistinguishable from Γosc .
E.0.2

The average work under Γosc

It is easy to see that the action of Γosc does not depend on the initial state of the battery ρW , provided
that the state does not have support on the vacuum state |0 ih0 |W . This allows to easily compute the
average work hwiN associated with Γosc as well as its action on the system S.
e f acting on a finite N + 1 dimensional
Let us begin by first studying the corresponding map Γ
osc
e osc to an input state
harmonic oscillator battery. The energy change of the battery after applying Γ
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(k)

ρSW = ρS ⊗ |k ihk | will in general be different for different k. The energy change ∆EW associated
with battery starting in eigenstate |k ihk |W is then given by:
(k)

(k)

(k)

∆EW = ẼW − EW ,
(k)

(231)

(k)

where EW = hk |HW |k i = k , ẼW = tr [HW ρ0W ], HW is the finite harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian as
e f [ρSW ]. Denoting the number of energy levels above  with n, i.e n = N − k,
in (194) and ρ0W = trS Γ
k
osc
(k)
we can compute the final energy ẼW as:

(k)

ẼW = (k − δ) tr R10 [ρ] +

n−1
X

(k + j · ∆) tr R00 Rj01 R11 [ρS ] + (k + n · δ) tr Rn01 R11 [ρS ]

(232)

j=0

= (k − δ) · tr R10 [ρS ] +

n−1
X

tr R00 Rj01 R11 [ρS ] + tr Rn10 R11 [ρS ] +


(233)

j=0

δ·

n−1
X

(j + 1) tr R00 Rj01 R11 [ρS ] + δ · (n + 1) · tr Rn01 R11 [ρS ]

(234)

j=0

= (k − δ) · (tr R10 [ρS ] + tr R11 [ρS ]) + δ ·
n · tr R00 Rn−1
01 R11 [ρS ] + n ·
(2)

= (k − δ) + δ ·

n−2
X

(j + 1) tr R00 Rj01 R11 [ρS ]+

j=0
n−1
tr R01 R01 R11 [ρS ]

+ tr Rn01 R11 [ρS ]

(235)
(236)

n−2
X

n−1
R11 [ρS ] + tr Rn01 R11 [ρS ]
(j + 1) tr R00 Rj01 R11 [ρS ] + δ · n · tr R01

(237)

j=0

= (k − δ) + tr R11 [ρS ] + tr R01 R11 [ρS ] + tr R201 R11 [ρS ] + . . . + tr Rn01 [ρS ]R11 [ρS ]
= (k − δ) +

n
X

tr Rj01 R11 [ρS ]

(238)
(239)

j=0



= k + δ · 

n
X



tr Rj01 R11 [ρS ] − 1 .

(240)

j=0

In line (2) we repeatedly applied the fact that Γwit is trace-preserving, i.e. k0 tr Rkk0 [ρS ] = tr ρS for
each k. Taking the limit of infinite battery N → ∞ implies n → ∞, hence the energy change associated
with map Γfosc can be expressed as:
P

∆EW = hwiosc = δ ·

∞
X

!

tr Ri01

◦ R11 [ρS ] − 1 ,

(241)

i=0

In Fig. 5 we presented a graphical scheme representing the action of map Γfosc on |k ihk |. Notice that
this energy change (and hence work) does not depend on the choice of the initial state |k ihk |. Due to
the linearity of Γosc this means that the map would yield the same amount of work if we instead chose
any combination of energy levels, i.e. any initial state ρW .
The expression for average work (241) can be further simplified if ρS is a diagonal state. In that case
the action of subchannels {Rkk0 } can be fully described by a set of substochastic matrices {Rkk0 } acting
on vectors composed of the diagonal parts of the states. In that case the infinite matrix geometric
P
i
−1
series in (241) can be explicitly computed, i.e. ∞
i=0 R01 = (1 − R01 ) . Denoting the diagonal of ρS
with a vector x the average work can be expressed as:




hwiosc = δ · 1T (1 − R01 )−1 R11 x − 1 ,

(242)

where 1T = (1, 1, . . . , 1) is the (horizontal) identity vector and 1 is the identity matrix.
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Figure 5: Diagram representing the action of map ΓN on one of the battery eigenstates |k ihk |W . Black thick lines
correspond to the part of channel ΓN which is effectively used in the transformation. Note that the energy spacing
between subsequent battery levels is constant and equal to ∆, that is k+m = k + m · ∆.

E.0.3

The map Γosc satisfies the ETI property

Here we are going to show that for diagonal states the map Γosc satisfies the ETI property. Hence we
are going to show that transition probabilities {r(s0 k 0 |sk)} corresponding to Γosc satisfy:
r(s0 k 0 |sk) = r(s0 , k 0 + n|s, k + n)

(243)

for all s, s0 and integers n such that k 0 + n ≥ 0 and k + n ≥ kmin with kmin=1 .
Notice first that due to (47) the condition (243) can be equivalently written using battery subchannels
{Rkk0 } as:
Rkk0 = Rk+n,k0 +n ,

(244)

for all integers n such that k 0 + n ≥ 0 and k + n ≥ 1. Consider the battery subchannels associated
with the map Γosc for k ≥ kmin = 1, i.e.:
Rkk0 =

∞
X

0

R00 Ri01 R11 δi+k,k0 + R10 δk−1,k0 = R00 Rk01−k R11 + R10 δk−1,k0

(245)

i=0

The shifted battery subchannels are given by:
Rk+n,k0 +n =

∞
X

0

R00 Ri01 R11 δi+k+n,k0 +n + R10 δk+n−1,k0 +n = R00 Rk01−k R11 + R10 δk−1,k0 = Rkk0 .

i=0

(246)
Hence we can conclude that the map Γosc satisfies the ETI property.
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